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ABSTRACT
This study was an attempt to develop an understanding of factors influencing attrition in
Late French Immersion (LFI) . The purpose of the investigation was to identify and
describe the reasons students attribute to their withdrawal from LFI. The variables of
gender . time of year and grade level of attrition, age, and number of years since students
dropped out from the LFI program were also examined in relationship to the student 's
decision to drop out.
A written questionnaire incorporating a Likert type scale and open-ended questions was
developed and administered to 73 students, and/or former students, afthe former Avalon
North Integrated School Board who had dropped out during the years 1986-1996 .
Responses from the survey were analyzed and compared using the Chi Square test of
independence at p < .05 to examine levels of significance of variables as they relate to
attrition in LFI. Comments provided by students in response to open-ended questions
were discussed .
Findings from this study indicate that grade 7 students are at greatest risk for earl y drop
out from the LA program and , that students tend to leave at year end , rather than mid-
semester. Males were identified as having more negative perceptions of the LFI program
than females, but were not found to drop our in greater numbers than females.
The primary reasons given by students in this study for attrition in LFI were concern
with academic achievement and a perception mat me program was too challenging . A
significant relationship was identified between attrition in LFI and me variables gender,
time of year and grade level of attrition, age, and number of years since students dropped
out.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUcnON
1.1 INTRODUcnON
Frencb Immersio n (FI) . since its inception in St Lambert. Quebec in 1965. hascontinued
to develop andexpand . The first experience at St Lambert involved students in an early
immersion program. Today immenion programsexist at theearly. middle and late entry
levels, and are available in all provinces of Canada. In Newfoundland and Labrador, PI
was first introduced in the mid 1970·s.
Although extensive research has shown that students appear to benefit from the FI
experience at the primary I elementary and senior high levels (Genesee . 1984; Husum and
Bryce. 1991; Berthold. 1992; MacFarlane and Wesche. 1995) . students do drop out of
the program. Declining enro lment is of particular concern to administrators and teachers
at the secondary level where enrolmenl:, although sta.rtingout at a substantial number in
primary . elementary or intermediate grades . may decrease to the point where FI class
size for senior high grades is lower than the average class size in the English program.
In fact. the number of students in senior high FI classes may be very small . This may
create administrative difficulties in scheduling and an imbalance in teacher workload.
The question, rberefcre , arises -Why do some students drop out of Frencb immersion ?"
Some factors relatedto the dropout question areprobably similar for both Early French
Immersion (EFl) and Late French Immersion (LfI) groups , while some may be specific
to each program .
In Canada . attrition rates in French immersion programs may vary widely from year to
year. Lewis and Shapson (1989) identified a 35% rate of attrition over a period of two
years in nine schools from four British Columbia school districts. Duhamel (1985)
reported a 20% rate of attrition among Manitoban students at the end of grade: eleven and
40% at [he end of grade nine . A study of attrition at the former Roman Catholic School
Board for St. John 's (1992) found, over a fifteen-year period commencing in 1977, that
dropout rates ranged from 15% [0 50%, while HaIsaII (1994) , in a study of attrition at
the secoodary level in Canada. reviewed literature which reponed attrition rates ranging
from 20% to 80% .
Most studies on attrition in Fl are based on reasons suggested by teachers , principals ,
and coordinators. The present study will analyze the LA program within me former
Avalon North Imegrated School Board from 1986 to 1996 to detennine the possible
reasons for rates of attrition in LA as perceived. by students. Table 1.1 indicates that
over this ten-year period , attrition in LFI at this school board fluctuated from 15 to 46%
with an average of 28% per year.
TABLE 1.1
ATTRITION IN LFI AT AVALON NORTH INTEGRATED SCHOO L BOARD
1986-1996
Class Size Dropouts # Moved Total #
Class Year (Sept) M F Away Dropouts %
1st 86-87 31 2 29
2nd 87·88 27 2 15
3rd 88·89 26 12 46
4th 89-90 33 4 10 30
5th 90-91 40" 4 0 \I 28
6th 91-92 39·· 8 2 16 41
7th 92-93 47· · 15 32
8th 93-94 46·· 2 7 15
9th 94-95 52..... 5 \I 21
10th 95-96 68··· 2 16 23
Totals: IOyrs 401 41 48 22 11\ 28%
(enrolmeot) (Avg)
• 2 classes at one SChool
•• 1 class at each of two schools
·"1 class at one school and two classes at another school
As can be seen from Table 1. 1, of the total of 40 1 students who had enroled in LA, a
total of III did not complete the program. Of those 111 students, a total of 89 actually
dropped out of the program.
The Avalon North Integrated School Boardcomprised the geographic area on the Avalon
Peninsula of Newfoundland from the community of Bay de Verde, in the north, to the
community of Whitboume, in the south. and from the community of Norman's Cove, in
the west, to the community of Georgetown, in the east. District enrolment in 1995·96
was approximately 6900 students. This geographically large school district was
organized as a series of school systems with each system comprising a senior high school
and corresponding feeder schools (elementary and primary).
FI was offered in one system only - the Bay Robens system. The LA program was
introduced in 1986 in grade 7 at Holy Redeemer Elementary School. By 1990, as a
result of an increased demand for the program, it was expanded to include a second
stream of grade 7 LFI students at Holy Redeemer Elementary School; however, due to
a high attrition rate in the grade 7 year, the following year there were only enough
students for one class of grade 8 LA. As well, in September 1991. another stream of
LFI opened at Amalgamated Academy in Bay Roberts, a new middle school comprising
grades 4 to 9. In September 1995, the LFI program at Amalgamated Academy expanded
to include two classes of grade 7 LFI and, despite an attrition rate of 25% during the
grade 7 year. two classes were maintained at the grade 8 level the following year. In
September 1996, there were two classes of grade 7, one at Holy Redeemer and one at
Amalgamated Academy. Currently, each of these schools has one stream of LFI at the
grade 9 level which feeds into the senior high school, Ascension Collegiate.
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1.2 PURPOSE OF THE STIJDY
The general aim of this study is to identify, describe and analyze attrition in LFI at the
former Avalon North Integrated School Board . The primary purpose of the study is to
identify the reasons stUdems give for dropping out of LA and to determine if there is any
established pattern.
The second goal of this study is to identify the grade level and time of year when
attrition most often occurs .
1.3 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SnJDV
Some research on rates of, aId factors contributing "to , attrition in FI programs has been
conducted in Canada (e.g•• Han et al.• 1988; Lewis and Sbapson. 1989: Bartlett and
Morrison , 1992; HalsaU, 1994; Obedia and Theriau lt, 1997). This study will investigate
reasons former LFI students give for dropping out and determine whether or Dot the
reportedreasons for student attrition in LFI at the former AvalonNorth Integrated School
Board arc consistent with the results of other studies . The findings of this study may
assist school boards in their planning, administration and implementation of A programs.
Findings should also serve [0 complement prior research available on FI education as
weU as to encourage further research. Findings may also be useful to the Department
of Education in planning curriculum or in the deve lopment of immersion policies .
1.4 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The questions investigated in this swdy were:
1. What are the reasons students give for withdrawal from LA?
2. What are the most frequent reasons provided by students for dropping out of LA?
3. At what grade level and what time of year does attrition most often 0CCUI1
4. Is there a relationship between the pattern of occurrences and reasons given?
1.5 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
1. This study is limited to students in LA at the former Avalon Nonh Integrated
School Board and results cannot be generalized to all A dropouts in the Province of
Newfoundland and Labrador or elsewhere .
2. The survey imtrumeDl: includes questions that stUdents may DOt understandas
were intendedto be undcmood by me researclJer(Coo le, 1988).
3 . This srudy is a pilot study am, tbcn:fore, subject 10 the limitatio ns of a
preliminary investigatioD.
4. This is a retrospective srudy . Therefore, although information may be recall ed
accura tely , me respondents ' reco llectio n of past: atti tudes may be distorted (Gall , Borg
and Gill , 1996).
1.6 DEFINITIO N OF TERMIN OLOGY
To allow the reader to become familiar with cenain terms usedthroughout this study,
definitio ns are provided below. 1bc: first four defini tions are lakeD.from Th e Report of
the Policy Adrisory Committ<e D. Fr.o<h Programs (1986) .
1. French lmmeaiQQ (FI): -a program desi~ for English-speaking students in
which Frcu;h is me langua ge of insttucti on in the classroom for all or some of the
subject areas and as much as possi ble, the means of communication in the school
enviro nment". (p .37)
2. Early Frepc:b ImmmiQn (EFI): "a program f"rom IGndc:rgarten to Level 3.
beginning at the Kindergarten level with approximately 100% insttuctioo in French.
With the imroduction of I..anguage Ans andceee subjects in English. the percentage of
imauctiooaJ time in Freocb.decreases somewhat as students progress tbrougb. the varying
grade levels" . (p .37)
3 . Late Fregc b ImmmiQn (LFI): -a program from Grade 7 to Level m with
approximately 70% instruction in Frenc h in Grades 7 and 8. The percentage of
instructional time in Frencb decreases somewhat as studentll progress through the varying
grade levels". (p .37)
4. ~: "a program of instruction in which.studems stUdy the various
aspects of French language during a regu.Iarlyscbeduled time sloe as it is dcoe in other
subj= ...... . (p .31 )
S. English Stream: The regular English program in a school.
1.7 ORGANIZATION OF TilE STUDY
This study of the reponed reasons for attrition in LFI is organized into five chapters .
Chapter One describes the study, its purpose . significance , and limitations. and presents
definitions of terms used throughout the study. Chapter Two provides a review of
relevant literature about attrition in second language programs . The design and type of
methodology used in the study are described in Chapter Three . Chapter Four presents
the findings and discusses the analysis of data . The final chapter . Chapter Five, includes
a summary of the findings and recommendations for further research .
CIIA1'TER n
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
2.1 INTRODUcnON
In the Provioce of Newfoundland and Labrador. it is quite comm on for enrolment in any
given FI program to decline by as much as 50% by the end of Level m. In a 1992
repo rt on the organization and delivery of A programs. the former Roman Catholic
School Board for St. lohn's concluded that the attrition rate in its FI program was
approximately 50%.
While extensive rcsearcb aDd monitoring of F1 programs have been conducted since
1965 , few studies have al:Icmssed the issue of atuition in Fl. Funbmnon:. as 0bCdia
and Theriault (1997) indicated. it is difficult to iDterpret the ftOiings from amitio n
studies for a ownber of reasons: schools and school boards do DOl necessarily keep
records on attrition and enrolmem records do DOl always distinguisb reasons for
withdrawal, attriti on in different school boards may be related to different chatacteristics
of individual boards , and the defini tion of atuiti on may vary from study to stud y.
This chapter will give an overview of selected research relevant to attrition in second
language (U) programs . More specifically the chapter will review attrition in U
programs, attrition in FI at the secondary level , transferring of FI students to the English
sueam., chaDcteristics of transfer stUdents, and the influera: of attitude , motivation and
length of study on attri tion.
2.2 ATIRITlON IN SECOND LANGUAGE PROGRAMS
The reasons repo ned for leaving the A program do DOt appear to differ greatly fro m
those given by students who discontinue the study of a L2 in general. Results fro m a
study of core Fre nch dropouts in two Ontari o seco Ddary schools revealed that stude nts
tend 10 discontinue their 1.2 studies due to dissatisfaction with (a) the learning
environment, (b) teaching methods, and (c) levels of profICiency (Massey (994 ) . In a
1991 stUdy of 200 Fo reign Language stUdemdropouts in EnglaOO, Aplin (1991) listed
the following princ ipal reasons why many stUdents end their 12 stUdies by the age of
founecn: the dis like of teecbers . poor tesl results. choosing aootber program, and a
negative attitude toWards !be 1.2 in genenl.
Thesereasons, among Olhers, for DOtcompleting the study of. L2 have been echoed by
stude ats woo transferred out of secondary A programs in Bri tish Columbia (Lewis and
Shapson, 1989). A report from a study of the first seve n years of a LFI program in
Australia identified similar reasons why students leav e the program (Bcnbold, 1992 ).
As weU, resul ts fro m a CanadianParentsFor French (CPF) questio nnaire on attrition in
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FI indicated that school board personnel across Canada highlighted concern with
academic achievement. a lack of remed ial personnel and resource s. teacher related factors
and program conflict as reasons for attri tion (Halsall, 1994). In fact. a 1992 Canadian
Education Association survey of 104 school boards across Canada determ ined that the
principal reason for withdrawal from FI was choosing another course offering or
program . Increasingly. more and more alternatives are being offered to students in
Canadian schools which provide a wide choice of courses and concentrations other than
FI studies .
The impact of the increasing number of course alternat ives available to Canadi an students
on attri tion in Fl . then . is not a phenomenon unique to FI in the Pro vince of
Newfoundland and Labrador. However . because of the limited enrolment in FI programs
in Canada . student attrition is of special concern for parents . teachers . and . in particular,
administrators (Calve, 1986).
In an effort to address this issue. school boards and other special interest groups have
begun to conduct studies to determine the reasons why only a small number of students
complete the program (Bartlett and Morrison. 1992; Roman Catholic School Board for
St. John 's , 1992; Halsall , 1994). Indeed, across Canada , approximately 40 % of school
boards have conducted surveys of FI graduates (Canadian Education Associati on. 1992).
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Results from these surveys reflect a variety of factors related to why so few students
complete the program .
The fanner Roman Catholic School Board for St. John's (1992) found that attrition in
urban centres may reflect the "transient nature of the inner city population" . (p.26) In
a report on attrition in four Metropolitan Toronto school boards, 60% of student
withdrawals from PI programs in Toronto during the 1986-87 school year were attributed
to a change of residence of parents (Hart et al., 1989). In her survey , Halsall (1994)
reported that two thirds of school board personnel identified family 'mobility ' as a reason
for high levels of attrition.
Social issues may be another factor contributing to the rate of attrition in Fl. Peer
pressure was cited as a reason why Australian French immersion students leave the FI
program (Berthold, 1992). This factor is consistent with findings in Canada (Obedla and
Theriault, 1997).
In the past, PI programs have been accused of being elitist, catering to students of high
academic ability and high socio-economic status (Burns, 1983; Calve, 1986; Walker,
1987). As an example, the lack of busing for FI students can be a deciding factor in
determining who enrols in PI as parents are often solely responsible for transportation
(Halsall, 1994). Also, due to this factor, PI has been accused of being elitist because
13
children who enrol tend to be of parents who can afford to provide transportation (Bums ,
1993). Transportation factors have been related to attrition in FI programs (Roman
Catholic School Board for St. John's , 1992).
Five main areas of concern identified by researchers (e.g., Duhamel, 1985; Lewis and
Shapson, 1989; Stern. 1991; Halsall, 1994; Obedia and Theriault, 1997) as factors
contributing to student attrition in FI programs include a lack of remedial services,
insufficient motivation or a negative attitude, and, at the secondary level, course or
program conflict, concern with academic achievement and with preparation for post-
secondary education. and dissatisfaction with the program and/or the teacher.
2,3 AITRITION IN FI AT THE SECONDARY LEVEL
Concern has been expressed about attrition at the secondary level, in panicular, where
course options are restricted because of limited enrolments and where scheduling may
affect choice in other electives (Lewis & Shapson, 1989). The Canadian Education
Association (1992) noted that "about one in five students drops out of French immersion
classes once they reach high school , ten times the departure rate of elementary and junior
high". (p.9)
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More often. studears are forced to choose between cominulng in immersion or enroling
in other programs of choice (Lewis and Shapson. 1989 ; Lewis in Halsall, 1994; Ob61i.t
and 1biriault. 1997). The Canadian EducabOn Association l lWl) reported that across
Canada. there appears10 be a deve loping lre:Ddin this directi on . "Scbccts and services
for artistically, athleticall y and academically gifted students are increasingly being offered
and compete for students . Alternati ve schools and progmns attract a similar clientele as
immersio n" . (p .08)
Another ccccem identi fted by secondary stude nts , but which may be true of students of
all levels in FI, is the issue of academic achievement. Some studears believe that they
would have higher grades if they were in the English stream . For seco ndary students ,
grades are particularly important because students are planning for post -secondary sttJdies
(Lew is & Sbapson. 1989; Halsa1I, 1994; Qbed.i.a and Theriault. 1997). In addition.
Duhamel (1985) tbeorized that paren15 may feel WI. "poor academic performaoc:c [ in
secondary school] can have serious COmcqueDCeSfor a student ' s future success ". (p.822)
As weU, some studems are satisfi ed with the level of pro fICiency they have achie ved and
do not see the usefulness of continu ing their studies in FI (Duhamel, 1985). This was
reflected in Lewis and Sbapsoo 's (1989) study where the comment -I fel t I alrea dy knew
enough French- ranked among the top ten reaso ns for students leav ing the FI program .
IS
1'beR are DO establisbed national or pro vincial criteria in proficieoc y for swdcms
successfully completing lbcir Ft stUdies. Howe ver, the aw ard ing of diplomas or
certificates to A studeots at lbc completion of their program may stimulate students to
fulfil all~ of the progmn (Roman Catbofic School Board for St . Jcbn ' s,
1992; EWsa.I.l , 1994 : Obedia and Theriault.. 1997) .
It is possible tha t stude nts in high school do DOlsee an observable improveme nt in their
skill level . In the Pro vince of Newfoundland and Labrador , after grade 8 the required
percentage of instruc tion in FI drops from app roximately 75 to 30 per cent. Although
there are now a numbe r of FI courses which have been deve loped for the seco ndary
le vel . schools in the Pro vince of NewfOUDdland and Labrador tend DOt to o ffer mo re than
the four credits required per year : two in franfais and two in sciences ItulnaiMs or irwin
nligimsu. This reductio n in the:alternative course offerings in French at the secondary
level might conttibutc to Iiule ooticcable improvement in language dev elopment. In
snxl ies of EFI swdcnts in the Province of NewfOUDdlandand Labrador, Tapp (199 5)
fooM little demonstrable language development at lhe junior high schoo l level, and Dean
(1996) fown a similar trend among students at the senio r high scboo llevel. In a swdy
of the: LA program in the Province of Newfoundland aDdLabrador, Dro ver (198 8)
reponed that students wen:cc ece rced with the lack of instructional time in Frenc h afte r
grade8. Most studies identify the lack:of variety of courses as a principal detrac tor for
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continuing in the FI program (Bonyun, 1985 ; Duhamel , 1985; Lewis and Shapson , 1989 ;
Bannister , 1991; Halsall , 1994; Obedia and Theri ault , 1997).
In addit ion , the significance of "parallel content - in French and English courses is often
underlined by French immersion students who feel that they are either receiving inferior
instructi on or, in contrast , being tested on more challengin g material resultin g in lower
grades (Lewis & Shapson. 1989; Halsall, 1994).
In studie s by Lewis and Shapson (1989) and Husum and Bryce (1991) students mentioned
that they felt more emphas is should be placed on speaking and less on grammar, giving
them more opportunities to speak Fre nch in class and to interact with native speakers,
for instance, by visiting francophone regions .
Massey (1994) conducted a survey of some grade 10 Core French students in Ontari o to
determine why students choose to cont inue or discontinue their U studies . From the
students ' responses , it was suggested that language teachers are striving too much for
language accura cy, especially in wrinen production . Language accuracy is neither the
single nor the ultimate objective of FI programs (Calve , 1986). For instance, attitude
towards the U and the U group is also an objective which is perhaps equall y as
important as language proficiency (Ramage , 1990). According to Hawkins (in Morris,
1978) "We should treat with caution, arguments about relative failure s at school subjects .
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A great deal that is IeamI: in secoodary schoo ls is soon forg oaen. It is often the journey
that matters. the atti tudes left by the expcrieoce-. (p . l71)
Anothe r facto r rqxmed.Iy contri buting to attrition iDc:ludes the iDc:reased wort..load at the
secondary level (Bonyun. 1985; Lewis and Sbapson, 1989 ; Ob6:iia and Theriaul t. 1997) .
Duhamel (l98S) sta ted that for some students. their level of compete cce in Freech will
DOl be sufficienr: and -the demands of the task [study ing high school courses in the l2J
will have proven too great ". (p. 822)
Teachers themselv es may be a reason why students drop out of A programs at the high
school level (Lewis and Sbap son. 1989 ; Halsall , 1992; MacFarlane and Wesche. 1995;
Obedia and Theriault. 1997) . When high schoo l graduates in the ProviDc:e of
Saskatebewan respoededto a survey by Husum. and Bryce(1991). they indicated the need
for teache rs -both skilled in a subject UCi and in FreDCh". (p .I40) Indeed . acco rding
to Duhamel (198S). if ~ is perce ived that "the quality of teaebing may be inferior to that
offered in the regular program. there will be a strong tecean ve to questi on and/or
abando n the immers ion expereece ". (p .82 1) In COntrast. IS % of Ottawa FI graduates
in a study conducted by Bonyun (1984 ) commented o n the high calibre of FI teachers.
and in a survey of LFI students in the Province of Newfound1aDd and Labrador, Drover
(1988) indica ted tha t ooe of the most frequen tly mentioned aspects was the high quality
of teachers.
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1bc nature and quality of the relatiomhips between teaCben aId stUdents may also be
related to attrition in fl . Pareor:s' dissatisfaction with the teaeber and the inability of the
teaebc:r to~ the needs of the child have been cited as reasoes for dropout from the
EFt program (Bums. 1983 ; Stem. 1991). Junior and senior high schoo l studeo1s also
identified "peer relations· with the teacher as a factor in amition (lewis & Sha.pson .
1989; Halsall, 1994) . 10 a survey of Australian French immersion stUdents. it was DOled
that the inability of ODe teache r in paniculat to develop satisfactory rela tio ns in the
classroo m led to general dissatisfactio n (Bertho ld. (992) .
1bc leDdcncy to have the same teacher for two or mo re years . especially in senior high.
may also be seen as a negative factor (Lewis & Shapso n. 1989). In contrast. Bonyuo
(1985 ) DOrm that.. especially in a large school where students rare ly have the opportunity
to develop relationships with teaeben. the rapport between studenr: and teacher is fostered
when students have the same French Immers ion teacher for an exteoded period of time.
2.4 TRANSFERRING TO TIlE ENGLISH STREAM
Rescan;b has ofte n related attrition to the lack of remedial services availa ble to address
academic difficulties experienced. in A (Hart et aI•• 1989; SlCrD, 1991 ; Roman Ca tho lic
Schoo l Board for St . John's. 1992; Halsall, 1994; Obedia and Theria ult. 1997) .
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At the primary and elementary school levels, attrition often reportedly occurs in EFI
programs primarily because children experience academic and behavioral difficulties in
the classroom (Hart et aI. , 1989; Stem , 1991). In me past, a common response by
parents and teachers , under such circumstances , was to recommend me transfer of
students experiencing these problems to me English stream (Stem , 1991).
Bruck (1985a ; 1985b) compared students having academic difficu lty and who transferred
to the English stream with students having difficulties but who remained in me EFI
program . Bruck (1985b) found that after one year of education in English, the academic
skills of below average academic students who transferred to me English stream did not
improve more significantly than those of students with such difficulties who remained in
FI.
Furthermore, Genesee (l976a) reported from his previous studies, which compared low
average immersion students to similar groups of English students, that low average
students can have success in FI programs without incurring harmful effects in their
English skill development . He stated mat FI programs should not be limited to
academically-oriented students , but mat all children can profit from the FI experience .
He suggested that any student experiencing academic difficulties in FI might have
experienced the same difficulties in an English program , and that it is not necessarily the
language of instruction which creates the problem.
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Trites (1986) reported on his previous studies (Trites and Price, 1978; Trites and Price,
1979; Trites and Moreni, 1986) which were conducted to determine characterist ics of
children who experience difficulty in immersion programs. The findings in those studies
were used to develop test instruments which Trites claimed could be used for the
identification of such children prior to their entry into the program . In contrast to
Bruck 's findings , Trites suggested that students may be more likely to develop learning
difficult ies in EFl than in an English stream. Trites, disagreeing with Bruck. felt that
students experiencing difficulties should be transferred to the English stream .
According to Cummins (1993), however, transferrin g a student from the Fl program to
the English stream may have a detrimental effect on the student's self-image and may,
in rum , increase the feeling of failure. Trites (1986) did report "a mildly negative self-
concept amongst the drop-out group in spite of having done well for several years in the
English language program ". (p.05)
Bums (1993) suggests that in the past, children have frequently been "systematically
tracked out of immersion ". (p .OS) This has forced English stream teachers to deal with
students struggling to reintegrate into the English stream and who may be further behind
academ ically than if they had remained in FI. Indeed, Cummins (1993) stated that
because students in elementary grades may not have received any formal English
instruction , transfer students may be even further behind than they were in Fl . As well,
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evidence bas been found that a sign.ifica.mnumber of teacben -counse l '" stUdents to drop
out of immenion., thereby coottibu tiDg to the problem of reintegntioD and attrition
(Murtagh and Dtrree , 199'2) .
Cummins(1993) sugg ested that it is DOt wise to -suum'" R classes o n an academic:
basis , but rather to ide ntify and assess individ ual stUdents with problems and to provide
remediation in French, enabling the studem [0 remain in the program . Stem (199 1)
stated that students with diff'x:ulty in R transfer to Engl ish programs because there are
more remedial or support services availa ble . She took: the pos ition that these snWeo[S
will have fewer difficulties in the English program.
Although many schoo l boards state that A is available to all stUdents , wben R swdcnL'S
expe rience difflCUltics, remedial assistaDCC is often DOt available aDd, co nseque ntly,
stUdents are rccoouncodcd to tnDSfer to the Englisb stream (Bruck, 198.5.1; Ste rn , 1991) .
Stem (1991) recommcldod tha t guidelines be est.1b1i.sbedto assist educators woo. with
parents , must make dec isions conce rning stUdents who eu:oumer diffICUlties . She
pointed to esta blished guideliocs in gifted and special education and suggested lhat
unifo rm guidel ines would help 10 ensure more cons istent decisio n-ma.ltin.g regard ing
student! with difficul ties in Fl . She also ques tioned whether uaosfer to the: Engl ish
program is the "special education" optio n for FI students who caono tavail o f remediation
in their FI program.
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At the secondary level , the lack of remedial services in FI may also contribute to the
problem of attrit ion (Obedia and Theri ault , 1997). Contrary to common belief , stud ies
have shown that some LA students requ ire the same extent of remedia l services or "extra
help" as EA students at the primary and elementary levels (Murtagh & Dirren, 1992;
Halsall , 1994).
In summary. Bruck and Trites present opposing viewpoints on the question of suitability
of the FI program for all children. The work of both researchers has been crit icized on
the basis of validity (Genesee, 1984). Further research in this area will be necessary
before a definiti ve conclusion can be made.
2.5 CHARACTERISTICS OF TRANSFER STUDENTS
In a report on attri tion in early and middle FI programs in Ontario Hart et al. (1989)
found that there was no socio-economic characteristic identifiable to dropout s, but that
males drop out more frequently than females . Trites (1986) also reported that a higher
proportion of dropouts are male. However , he found that these students tended [0 be of
a lower socio-economic level and generally had fewer books at home and less pre-school
nursery experience. Trite s also found that students of lower IQ group s were more likely
to drop out of immersion . Studies have shown, however , that while the devel opment of
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reading and writing skills in the L2 may be related to intelligence. fluency is not related
to this factor (Genesee. 1976b ; Cummins . 1993). Therefore. some students who drop
out are capable of communicating in the L2. but experience frustration in written work
and written evaluations.
Bruck (1985a) noted that students who drop out of EFI may have teachers who are not
supportive and parents who are not committed to the program . She suggested that
student attitudes and motivation may be reflecti ve of parental attitudes and motivations.
Unfortunately . when students transfer to the English stream. as Trites (1986) suggested,
there may be a lasting negative effect on their attitudes towards the French language.
Trites (1986) also suggested that some students in EFI may experience a maturati onal
lag. In follow up studies of primary FI dropouts . Trites found that after the age of nine
or ten , these students "caught up" and he predicted that they would have had success if
they had enro led in LFI . However. Trites was unable to test this hypothesis as many of
the dropouts in the groups studied expressed negative opinions towards FI program s and
none chose to enro l in LFI .
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2.6 ATTITUDE AND MOTIVATION
The role of attitude and motivation in U learning, and on decisions to discontinue U
studies, has been explored by numerous researchers (e.g ., Gardner et aI., 1976 ; Morri s.
1978; Ramage . 1990; Bannister . 1991). Most concur that a negative attitude affects the
success a learner may experience. Brown (1987) stated that "U learners benefit from
posi tive attitudes and that negative attitudes may lead to decreased motivation" . (p . 127)
Gardner et al. (1976) stated tha t motivation to learn a L2 is closely related to one's
att itude towards the target language and target language group .
According to a 1992 report by the former Roman Catholic School Board for St. John' s,
there are common time periods of departure from the FI program for students. namely
at the end of primary (grade 3). elementary (grade 6) or junior high (grade 9). This
factor is consistent with data compiled by Lewis ' and Shapson (1989) in a study of
secondary FI students who left the program around grade nine . Morris (1978) stated that
motivation is at its lowest point around the age of thineen or fourteen and that the
necessity of changing schools may have a detrimental impact.
Bannister (1991) conducted a study of the attitudes of grade 8 EA and LFI students in
the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador . She found that both groups had generally
positive attitudes toward s Fl . but she recommended that a follow-up study of this same
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group of students be completed when they reached high school to determine whether
there was a continuity of this attitude.
Gardner er al. (1976) and Ramage (1990) found that attitude and motivation distinguish
continuing students from discontinuing students in L2 programs . Gardner surveyed
students learning French as a L2 at 5 different grade levels in 7 different communities
over a period of three years. The results indicate that students who continue in their L2
studies are intrinsically motivated. possess a high degree of interest in learning the L2,
and have strong positive attitudes towards the L2. In Ramage' s study, second year
French and Spanish students in three different United States high schools were surveyed
and their teachers were interviewed. The results. when compared with end-of-year
grades and registration in L2 courses for the following year. suggest that motivation both
for students who continue and students who discontinue are similar . Ramage found a
higher degree of intrinsic motivation among continuing students. Ramage' s results are
comparable to those of Gardner in that in each of the studies. continuing students were
found to have an intrinsic desire to learn the language and a positive attitude towards
learning to communicate with the target group. Gardner et al. (1976) identified this
intrinsic factor as integrative motive. "It reflects a high level of drive on the pan of the
individual to acquire the language of a valued L2 community in order to facilitate
communication with that group". (p.l99) This may account for the persistence in
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motivation thai: is char3cteristic of the stUdent wbo continues in the A program (Stem.
1983).
G raham (in Brown. 1981) refers to a more extreme type of motiva tion wbkb be bas
termed assimilative . This is the des ire on the pan of me language learner to become an
"indistinguishable membe r of me speech community " , (p . I 11)
Students may also be encourag ed to pursue 1.2learning for career opponunities (H usum
& Bryce . 1991). Gardner et al. (1976) term. this practi cal aspect of learning a language
as instrumeDtal motive . This extrinsic factor is reportedly an important reaso n why
parents choose to enrol their children in A programs (H art er al . 1989) . This flnding is
co ns istent with flndings in the Provtece of Newfoundland and Labrador (Drov er . 1988;
Bannister. 1991).
Both integrative motiva tion and iostrumenta.Imotivation may co-exist or be independent
of the otter. But. Gardner et at (1976) suggested that the integrative motive is the
overriding factor in learning a 1.2and that integratively moti vated studemssalve harder
to acqu.ire a 1.2. Indeed . Cummins (1981) emphasized that LFI S01dents. in particular.
Deed to be highl y motivated. if they an: to experi ence success with the program. and
Sloan (199 1) sta ted tha t LFI stude nts need "a higher than ave rage moti vation to co pe with
the challenge of a DeW langua ge -. (p .35) However. in a study of high schoo l Co re
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French students in the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador . Pack (1979) found that
where geographic distance is a factor, instrumental motivation and parental
encouragement are more imponan t than the attitude towards the target language in
determining who continues L2 study.
2.7 ATTITUDE TOWARDS L2 LEARNING AND LENGTH OF STUDY
Relative to attrition in French immersion is the intensity and length of study of the U.
A decline in motivation, over time, has been noted in some students in FI programs
(Gardner et al . 1976). They tire of the extensive time spent studying French , arxl if little
change is made in the curriculum or approach to reaching, boredom can result (Canadian
Education Association, 1992; Halsall, 1994). Walker (1987) reported that this can
sometimes result in a negative attitude such as "I' m so glad I'm out - I'U never speak
another word of Frencb again". (p. IS)
Rivers ( in Rehorick , 1990) suggested that it is quite natural for students to stop being
interested in certain subjects at certain times. She conterxled that to maintain student
interest in U learning, the curriculum must be varied and that
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The waning of interest in second language learning after five years would
be a function of age and type of course .. . often adults and adolescents
feel they have achieved a level which satisfies them and the needs they
had in mind. They can do what they want to do and that 's enough . The
students often reach a plateau in language learning and feel that language
study has become 'more of the same thing' . (p. 286)
Dean (1996) hypothesized that during the acquisition of a U some students may "seem
to reach a level of language proficiency whereby they appear to lack the motivation to
improve". (p.27) Parkin (1981) noted that interlanguage, pidginization and fossilisation
may contribute to the phenomenon of stagnation in language development. Han, Lapkin
and Swain (1991) suggested that high school students reach a plateau in their U language
achievement prior to their final year of study. This "plateau effect" was noted by
students who were dissatisfied with both the program and their progress in the Lewis and
Shapson study (1989) .
Kraemer and Zienwine (1989), in a study of students learning Hebrew as a U in South
African schools , found that over a period of time attitudes towards learning a U became
"less positive" . These students felt that the long years of study required to master the
language were not worthwhile. They were not instrumentally motivated and over a
period of time lost their integrative motivation.
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2.8 SUMMAR Y
To reiterate. amition rates up [Q as much as 50S in A programs are DOl unique to the
Province of Newfound land and Labrador . but rarber , a varying rate of attriti on bas been
a concern for school boards acrossCanada .
Generally. students who enrol in LA programs do so voluntarily . These studems all
have varying needs and in order to maintain their interest in the A program. and to
decrease lheattrition rate of A students in the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador I
these needsmust be addressed.
The various studies referred to above. identify factors rqKlncd.ly related to high amition
rates . From the researcb cited. the primary factors related to attrition in FI include a
transient population. a Jack of remedial services ," insuffICient motivation . ac.ademic
d ifficul ty. dissatisfaction with tbe program and/or the teecber , and choice of anomer
course offering or prognm.
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CIIAP'IER ill
METHOOOLOGY
3.1 INIllODUCTlON,
The purposeof this study is to investiga~ tbe reasons stUdents give for dropping OUt of
the LA program . (0 identify me time of year andgrade level wben attrition is most likely
to occur, and to explore possib le relationship s between patterns of occurrences and
reasons given. This chapter describes the design of the study. the sample population . the
survey instrument, and the procedures for the collection and analysis of data .
3.2 DFSIGN OF THE srunv
This research study involved developing and field testing a studenl: questio nnaire on
reasons for attrition in LA and administering the questioonaire 10 studcms woo have
drop ped out of the LFI program at the former Avalon North 1megBtedSchool Beard
between SepIember 1986 and lune 1996. (See Appendix A).
Since me primary purposeof this swdy was to identify the reasons students give for
dropping out of tbe LFJ program. and to seck an undemanding of these reasons by
looking at variables suchas Kender, age. timearyear . gradc: level, and number afyears
siDee ammon occurred , a questioonairc was selected as the most appropriate method of
coUccting:. organising . and amJ.yzing data .
tbe questio nnaire . ODe of the most colllIDOll1y used methods of seelting descripti ve
information in education, has e tten beencriticised . However . de Vaus (1986) suggests
lhat manycriticisms are aew.a.lly reactions to poorly designed insttumems and not to me
method itself . According to de vaus.
A questionnaire will be the product of the research problem. the theory.
method of administration. and methods of data analysis. Although
questionnaires have obvious limitations many of these can be minimized
by careful thinking ahead and pilot testing . Good questi onnaires do oat
just happen : they involve careful thinking . m.unerous drafts, thorough
evalua tion and extensive testing . (p.St)
3.3 POPULATION
1bose students woo failed to complete all six yean of the: LA program at (be former
Aval on Nortb lnregrated SChool.Board were idemified from school records and by scboo l
personnel at the three schools involved in the Bay Roberts system: Holy Redeemer
Elementary School. Amalgamated Academy . aDdAscens ion Collegiate.
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Between Septem.bct 1986 and June 1995 scbooI records sbow dial III studenu
transferred out of the LA program at the fanne r Avalon Nonh lnregr.ued Sc:hooI Board
(Table 1.1). From this DUmber, scbool personne l indicated dw 22 studentsbad moved
out of the Bay Robertsarea . Studems who moved out of the area were DOt io: ludcd or
canvassed in this stUdy. Therefore. the number of students ideDtifted for inclus iOD in this
study was 89.
3.3.1 PROFILE OF STUDENTS
The students wbc partic ipated in this study were identified from school records and
discusslces with schoo l personne l. It wasdetcrmiDedthat from 1986 to 1996 there were
111 students woo failed to comp lete the entiresix years of the LFI program at the fanner
Avalon North Integrated Schoo l Board (see Table 1.1). Of the: 89 students idettiflCd to
participate in this study , 13 completed the survey insaument. Of the 73 (82 'I.)
respondents to the survey , 37 were male and 36 female , ranging from 12 to 22 years of
age. Forty-four (approximately 60S) of the~ were still in scbool . in grades
8 to Level 3. Of the remaining 29 FI dropouts , approximately 90% are cunently
eoro Ued in a post-secondary program , baving comp leted the requirem ents for a nigh
schoo l diploma . School records indicate , as wetl . tha t approxima tely 80 % of FI dropouts
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occurredat the end of a given school year , rather than mid-year. and that the majori ty
of stUdents(77%) who dropped out of LFI left during grades 7 to 9.
In the initial yean of LA at the former Avalon North Integrated School Board. a
language aptitude test was administered to all applicants and acceptance into the program
was based partly on the results of this rest instrument. In recent years , this test has been
discontinued but applicants still require a written recommendation from their grade 6
Core Frenchand home room teachersand. as well, they undergo an interview screening
procedure. Although emphasis is no longer placed 00 prior academic success, students
who enter the LFI program do tend to be relative ly high academic achievers.
3.4 THE INSTRUMENT
The questionnaire (Appendix A) usedin thispilot study was deve loped from comments
received through infonnal discussions held with students who had transferred from the
immersion program , from discussions beld with immersion personne l at the former
Avalon North Integrated Schoo l Board district and . as well, from reasons identified by
other researcbers. for aarition in immetsion programs.
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The:qtlCStioooairccomprised three secnoes. The first sea:iOQ asked smdenls to respord
to a seriesof swemeotS using categOries on a Likert scale of 14 (with 1 indicating
strongly agree and 4 indicating suuogly disagttt) related to general areasof co ncern
previously identif"tcd by other researcbers , namely , program faclOn, reecber facton,
stUdem teeters, and other facton . The second section contained two ope n endcU
questions asking swdelllS !O stale the most important reason or reasons why they left the
l.R program and allowing them.to make general comments about the l.R program. The
final section of the survey instrument requestedstUdents to prov ide perso nal infonnation
indicating their gender, age , academic su ms or occ upatio n. grade level and time of year
of attritio n from LA.
3. 4. 1 FIELD TESTING OF THE INSTRUMENT
The smden1 survey was field leSted in Septembe r 1996 by administering it to a sample
o f grade 7 and Level 3 students DOC participating in the study . The major objectives of
the field testing were :
1. To determine if the instructi ons clearly indicated to the respondents how the
survey was to be completed .
2. To determine wbetberadjustments needed to bemade wi th respect to the level and
clari ty of language. to the copies covered by the questions. o r to any other area in order
to facilita te the accuracy of the Sbldy.
Adjustmems and mod ifications were made to the survey instrument as a resul t of this
field testing . The final form of the SWdeolsurvey was a) scm to the memben of the
sample woo were no looger in lhe school system and/or b) administered to those
members of lbe sample who were still in school.
3.4.% ADMINJSfRATION OF THE INSTRUMENT
Swdem dropouts . u idemifaed from school records and by schoo l perso nne l. were
divided into rwogroups for purposes of administratio n of the insuumem: . Student
survey s and cover ~rs (Appendix D) were sent to 39 studemswho badreached post.
seconda.ry age or swus. Two weeks following the mailing of the studeOl: survey s.
respondents who bad IX)( yet replied were individually comacted by telepbooe. At the
time that telepbooe contacts were conducted . threesOJdents provided verbal respo nses to
survey questions . In addition. twenty-six completed survey s were received by mail for
a lOW of 29 respondents in this category .
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The second group of respondents were those still attending junior or senior high school.
Initial contact by telephone was made with the parents and guardians of these students
to explain the intent and purpose of the study. Consent forms were then mailed to
parents and guardians (Appendix C). A total of 47 (out of 49) consent forms were
received with 45 affirmative and 2 negative replies. Survey instruments were then
administered to those 45 students. Of the 45 surveys. one was not included in the final
analysis of data because the respondent completed only one question, indicating that
he/she had dropped out of FI after only two weeks in grade 7 LFI and, therefore. that
he/she did not feel qualified to answer the survey questions.
No attempt was made to contact those students who had dropped out of FI due to family
relocation reasons, as identified by school administrators and records. Overall, a total
of 73 responses (83%) were examined in this study.
3.5 ANALYSIS OF DATA
Once the questionnaires were completed and returned, responses from the completed
surveys were coded and entered into SPSS. a statistical package used to perform the
analyses (Norusis, 1994). Results were reported using frequency distributions to
ascertain the most frequent reasons given by students for dropping out of the LFI
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program, and the grade level and time of year when attrition most often occurs . Chi
Square was used to test for levels of significance of variables as they relate to attrition
in LFI . The level of significance p <.05 was used for statistical tests as is conventional
for small samples (de vaus , 1986; Cowles and Davis, 1982). As well, according to
Jaeger (1983) ,
In many research and evaluation studies. a level of significance equal to
five percent (0.05) is used. This is partly based on tradition, and partly
on thoughtful consideration. It says that the researcher or evaluator is
willing to reject a true null hypothesis only five percent of the time.
(p.149)
Discussion of the results of analysis of data is included in Chapter Four . Each of the
independent variables (i.e . gender, time of year and grade level of attrition , age, and
number of years since student dropped out) will be discussed as it relates to a possible
relationship to attrition . Comments provided by students in response to two open-ended
questions are discussed and used to corroborate . or otherwise support, the findings.
Student responses to the open-ended questions are quoted verbatim; therefore, the
language is unedited . Generally, only those differences found to be significant at .05 will
be discussed . However, in some cases where it is felt that non-significant findings are
of particular interest for further research or program design they are discussed.
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3.6 SUMMARY
This chapter provided a brief and general description of the design of the study. the
population, a profile of the student respondent. the instrument. field testing and
administratio n of the instrument. and an analysis of data. The next chapter presents
findings and discussion of analysis of data.
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CHAPTER IV
PRESEr."fATIOS OF RESULTS
4.l n-."fRODUCTIOS
Th is chapter will present the findings from the questionna ire completed by respondents
who had participated in. but failed to complete, the LFI program between 1986 and
1996 . The purpose of this survey instrument was to extrapolate informati on from
students. themselves. as to the reasons for their withdrawal from the LFI program.
TIle survey instrumen t included three types of questions . The first section comprised four
distinct groups of statements related to program , teacher. student and other attrition-
related factors identified in the literature (see Chapter Two) and from discussions with
FI teaching personnel . Students were asked to stro ngly agree . agree. disagree , or strongly
disagree with each of these statements. For the purposes of analysis, the categories were
later collapsed into agree and disagree .
The survey instrume nt also included two open-ended questions . The first question asked
students to give reasons why they had left the LFI program , while the second question
allowed these students to make any additional comments they wished regard ing LA .
Fina lly, the survey instrum ent included a section on persona l information related to each
student 's gender , age, current academic status or occupation, as well as grade level and
time of year of withdrawal from the LFI program.
Data analysis consisted of frequency distributions as well as the Chi Square statistic to
test the level of significance of the variables gender, time of year of attrition, grade level,
age, and number of years since attriti on occurred as they relate to attrition for our
sample.
4.2 FREQUENCY D1STRmUTIONS
To determine the most frequent reasons that students give for dropping out of LFI ,
frequency distributions were compiled using SPSS 6.1. Results are presented according
to the four categories of statements as presented on the survey instrument, namely
program , teacher, student and other. Statements most strongly identified by respondents
as factors influencing their decision to leave LFI are reponed in Tables 4 .1 to 4.4 .
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4.2.1 PROGRAM FACTORS
From a list of thirteen statements related to program . four were selected most frequently
by respondents as factors influeocing their decision to leave LA . These statements are
reported in Table 4.1.
TABLE 4.1
FREQUENCY TABLE OF PROG RAM FACTORS INFLUENCING ATT RITION
Agree Disagree
Program Factor : IN = ?3) % %
Course content in A program
more difficult than in English 71.2 52 28.8 21
stream
Course content in FI not
interesting 50.7 37 49 .3 36
Not enough opportunity to use
French outside the classroo m 74.0 54 26.0 19
Not enough contact with French
speaking peoples 83.6 61 16.4 12
As Table 4.1 indicates. of the 73 respondents who participated in this survey. when
referr ing to program related factors, approximately 84 % noted the lack: of contact with
French speaking peoples and about 74% identified insufficient opportunity ( 0 use French
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outside the classroom as factors contributing to student decisions to leave LA . Slightly
more than 71% of the respondents perceived the content in A courses to be more
difficult than that of equivalent English stream courses, and almost 51% stated that
course content was not interesting.
Overall , respondents identified a lack of real or realistic situations in which to use the
L2 outside the classroom setting and dissatisfaction with course content as two main types
of program factors that contributed to their decision to leave the LA program.
4.2.2 TEACHER FACTORS
The second group of thirteen statements which students were asked to rate on a Liken
type scale referred to teacher factors. Table 4.2 contains those teacher factors which a
substantial percentage cf students indicated as influencing their decision to leave LA .
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TABLE 4.2
FREQUENCY TABLE OF TEACHER FACTORS INFLUENCING ATTRITION
Agree Disagree
Teacher Factor: (N=73) % %
The teacherplacedtoo much
emphasis on grammar 49.3 36 50.7 37
There was better instruction
in English stream classes 41.1 30 57.5 42
There was not enough variety
in methodsof instruction 37.0 27 57.5 33
from grade to grade"
Class instruction was not
interesting 60.3 44 39.7 29
The teacherrequired too much
perfection in written skills 50.7 37 49.3 36
The teacher gave too much
homework 41.1 30 58.9 43
.. 13 missing cases reflectthose surveys completedby some grade7 students who did not
respondto this questionas they had no basis of comparing grade level instruction
Table 4 .2 indicates that a majority of respondents Gust over 60 %) did not find class
instruction to be interesting. More than one half (almost 51 %) of students surveyed
Slated that the teacherrequired too much perfectionin writtenskills. while almost one
half (49%) indicated that too much importance was placed upon grammar in the LFI
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program . Approximate ly 41% stated that they perceived class instruction to be better in
the English stream. while 37% indicated that there was not enough variety in methods
of instruction from grade to grade. As well. just over 41 % maintained that the teacher
gave too much homework. In general, students identified two main types of reasons
related to teacher factors for leaving LFI : first. the quality and motivational level of
class instruction and. second. teacher expectations in areas of homework and wrinen
perfection.
4.2.3 STUDENT FACTORS
The survey instrument included twenty-four statements describing possible student factors
related to leaving LFI. Table 4.3 contains eight statements related to student factors that
a high percentage of respondents reponed as being most relevant to their decisio n to
leave the LFI program .
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TABLE 4.3
FREQUENCY TABLE OF STUD ENT FACTORS I:IIFLUENCING ATTRITION
Agree Disagree
Student Factor: (N=73) % %
I was not satisfied with my
level of oral proficiency 47.9 35 52.1 38
I was 110[ satisfiedwith my
level of written proficiency 50.7 37 49.3 36
I was not able [0 write in
French very well 41.1 30 58.9 43
My grade average dropped
after I enrolled in FI 82.2 60 17.8 13
When I was in FI I was afraid
my grade average would drop 76.7 56 23.3 17
I had lower grades in FI
than in other courses 74.0 54 26.0 19
1 was afraid FI grades would
not qualify me for university
or scholarship 52.1 38 47.9 35
I was not confident in my
French language ability 42.5 31 57.5 42
The datapresented in Table 4 .3 show thatwhile slightly more than82% of students were
concernedthat their academic average had actually decreased. almost 77% reportedly
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feared that the ir average would decrease and 74% stated that their academic average was
lower in A councs than in English stream courses. As well. slightly more than 52 %
were concemcd. that they would oot meet qualifi<:atiom for university eeeeece or
scholarship because of low acadetnic: grades in A courses .
Other student fac tors K1entifledas coDtributing to attri tion were student dissatis factio n
with their levels of proficiency regarding written (approximate ly 51%) and oral. (almost
48%) production. lack: of confidence in general. French language ability (almost 43 %),
and the perception of an inability 10 write well in French (slightly more than41 %).
Ali can be seen from Table 4.3. large numben of stude nts teDded to highlight concerns
with academic grade performara: and substantial numbe rs of students appeared to
identify perceived weakDesses in their written and ora.1 production skills as factors
influencing !heir decision to leave LA .
4.1.4 OTHER FACfORS
Statements which did not correspond to program . teacher or student factors for leaving
lFI were included on the survey instrument in a categot}' identified as "other factors ".
• 7
Table 4 .4 contains the two statements from this group which the highest number of
respondents identified as factors influencing anri tion in LA .
TABLE 4.4
FREQUESCY TABLE OF OTHER FACTORS INFLUESCING ATTRITION
Agree Disagree
Other Factor: (N=73) % %
There was no one at home
who could help me with
my homework. 58.9 43 41.1 30
FI courses conflicted with
another course 1 wanted to
study 34.2 25 65.8 48
As Table 4 .4 indicates , almost 59% of respondents identified the inability of parents or
others (e .g . siblings) to.assist with homework, and slightly more than 34 % noted that FI
courses conflicted with another course they wished to study as reasons for droppin g out
of LB.
The frequency distributions in tables 4.1 - 4.4 indicate factors which students frequently
identified as relating to anri tion in LA. With regard to program factors, students clearly
identified a lack. of opportunity to use their U outside the classroom environment and
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difficulty of course content in R in comparison to courses in the English system as
contnbuting to their decision to discontinue. As well . related to teacher factors . many
respondents noted. that class instruction was not interesting and that there was too much
emphasis on written production. Regarding student factors, respondents had a tendency
to strongly identify a drop in. or fear of a drop in. academicgradeaverage in R courses
as related. to attrition. Finally . UDder the category of other factors . several students
identified a lack of assistance with homework and course conflict as factors influencing
attrition in LFI .
4.3 STATISTICAL ANALYSFS
To determine whether or not a relationship existed between attrition in LFI and variables
such as gender. time of year attrition occurred, grade level. age and the number of years
since attrition occurred. the Chi Squaretest wasapplied using a level of significance of
p < .OS as indicative of significance. Results of these rests are described below .
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4.3.1 GENDER
Results from the Chi Square test indicate the existence of a relationship between gender
and attrition in LA. Statements where significant differences were found [0 exist may
be seen in Table 4.5.
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TABLE 4.5
FACTORS IN SfUDE.xr ATTRITION BY GE.x1>ER
Factors ~la1e
n=37
(% Agree)
Female
n=36 p < .05
Program:
Course content was not
very interesting 70.3
Teacher:
Teacher gradedmy papers
harder thanthose of
other students in class 21.6
Class instructionwas
IX>( interesting 81.1
Teacher gave too much
homework 54. 1
Teacher gave too many
assignments 32.4
Student :
I was not able to write
in French very well 54.1
I haddifficultyreading
in French 43.2
1had difficultyunder-
standing spoken French 35.1
I was not confident in my
French language ability 59.5
30.6
5.6
38.9
27.8
11.1
27.8
16.7
11.1
25.0
• = p~.OS •• = p.s..Ol ... = p,S...OOI
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Table 4 .5 Indicates that there wen: nine statements in which significanl differences wen:
found to exist between male and female response s. From responses to these statements .
it appears that males tend to have man: negative perceptions about program. teacher and
student factors than females . Males wen: man: than twice as like ly as females to state
that they did not fllld class instruction to be interesting and just over 70% of males did
not fmel the content of their A courses to be interesting. Significamly man: males than
females wen: unhappy with the amount of work which was required by teachers.
Significant diffen:nces were also noted in the perception of personal success experienced
in A . with males expressing a lack: of confidence in their Frencb language ability.
especially in comprebension skills , when compared to females.
While the Chi Square test did not indicate any other significant differences in gender ,
some tendencies which might be of particular interest are found in Tab le 4 .6 .
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TABLE 4.6
FACTORS OF SPECIAL INTERFSf IN AlTRITION BY GE.."I>ER
Factors Male Femal e
n=3 7 n=36
(% Agree)
Program:
Course content in FI
program. 100difficult 43.2 27.8
Not enough instruction
about French culture 45.9 38.9
Tea ch er:
Teacher placed 100 much
emphasis on grammar 56.8 41.7
FI courses were graded harder
than English stream courses 45.9 27.8
There was better instrucnon
in English stream classes 47.2 36.1
Not enough variety in
melbods of instruction from
gradeto grade 46.7 43.3
Teacher required too much
perfection in wnnee skills 56.8 44.'
Student:
I wasn 't satisfied wilh my
level of oral proficiency 54. 1 41.7
I wasn' t satisfied with my
level of written proficiency 59.5 41.7
I was afraid my FI grades
wouldn't qual ify me for
universi ty or scholarship S9.S 44.'
There was 00 one at home
to help me with my homework. 67.6 SO.O
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p < .05
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
As Table 4.6 indicates, there appears to be a greater tendency for males than females to
perceive A course content to be difficult and instruction to be better in equivalent
English stream courses. As well, more males than females indicated that they had
difficulty with comprehension and production skills. This finding seems to be consistent
with the findings of a national assessment of 13 and 16 year olds in Canada (Council of
Ministers of Education, 1994) which, although reporting findings from first language
study, found that females outperformed males by as much as 20% in reading and writing
skills in their mother tongue.
Overall , gender would appear to be a factor influencing attrition in LFI. While the
dropout rate does not seem to be higher among males than females (Table 1.1), it does
appear that males leave LA for different reasons than do females .
In addition to providing responses to particular statements, the survey instrument asked
respondents to provide two to three reasons for their decision to discontinue LA .
Respondents provided a total of 138 responses which were later collapsed into six
categories for purposes of analysis. Gender differences in student comments may be
found in Table 4.7 .
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TABLE 4.7
STUDENT COMMENTS RELATED TO ATTRITION BY GENDER
Student Comment Male Female Total
(N=71)
AcademicConcerns % 26.5 34.3 30.4
18 24 42
Program Challenge % 27.9 14.3 21.0
19 10 29
Dislike of an % 8.8 12.9 10.9
aspect of LA 6 9 15
Decrease in Interest % 14.7 5.7 10.1
10 4 14
Transponation % 5.9 7.1 6.5
4 5 9
Other % 16.2 25.7 21.0
11 18 29
Column Total % 100.0 100.0 100.0
68 70 138
~ Up to threeresponseswere coded
As Table 4.7 indicates, females were more concerned than males with academic
achievement. Males. however. werealmosttwice as likelyas femalesto declarethatthey
dropped out of LFI because they found the program too difficult or because they lost
interest. These findings appear to be consistent with those noted in Tables 4 .5 and 4 .6 .
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In addition . Table 4 .7 indicates that more females man males expressed a dislike for
specific aspects of their LFI experience. such as dislike of the French language. the
teacher . and other classmates . There was no apparent difference in gender among
respondemswho commented on transportation issues .
Otber factors . sucb as illness. course contlict, and friends. were cited by a small number
of respondents and. therefore, were collapsed into one category labelled ' other". These
factors will be discussed in a section on 'General Comments' near me end of this
chapter ,
4.3.2 TIME OF YEAR WHEN AlTRlTION OCCURRED
Students were asked to indica[e me time of year when they dropped OU[of LA. The
information was then coded as mid-semester or year end and an analysis of data was
conducted using Chi Square to determine whether tbere were any significant differences
in responses between students wbo dropped out during [be school year and [hose who
withdrew .u the end of the school year .
Survey results indicated that only 20 % ofrespondenU left LFI in mid-semester. with the
majority leaving in Juce, i.e . • of the 73 respoodecrs . 14 students left LFI mid-semester
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and S9 at year eer. Theonly signifx:a.mdiffereo:e ideoriilCd (l lp< .05) was in response
10 lbe program 5Wemem lbere was DO special help provided for those students who
experienced difficully.· Tbiny·five percent of studeIUS woo left me programI t year eod
agreed wi th this stalemenl.
Allbaugh, statistically , il appears mal tbe~ is a significanl:differeoce between groups of
slUdenU who dropped out mid-year aoo those woo dro pped out u year end, it sbould be
DOted tbarme actualnumber of stude nts who left mid-year wasa ~Iatively small number .
In addition to these significant differences between groups of srudeots who left mid-year
aoo those who left at year cod, some tendencies in relation to statemeIllS on course
cemem and Frencb Languageabilities, might be of interCSI, and are found in Table 4.8 .
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TABLE 4.1
FACTORS OF SPECIAL IN'TERESI' IN ATIlUTION BY
TIME OF YEAR.OF DEPARnJRE
Fadon Mid-semtsler YelII'Ead
f1-U 11. =59 p <.05
(' Agree)
-,Course content wu !OOdi fficult 42 .9 33.9 N'
NQt enou &b insttuetion
about cul ttlrC 28.6 45.S N'
T"""'"
Too much emphasis OD grammar 3.5.7 52.' N'
Not eDOIIgh varieryin
metbods of instructioo. 33.3 47.9 N'
Teacher required 100 mucb.
perfect icn in writiDg 35.7 54.2 N'
TeacberSlVe!OOmuc:b
homework 2S.6 N'
Studatt:
I was IlOlsaIisfiedwith 64.3 44 .1 N'my level of oral Freoch
I was oot ahle to speak
Freoch very wdI 42.9 30.' N'
I was DOtwisfied with my
level ofwrtneuproficieocy 57. 1 49.2 N'
My wrinel1skilb were
DOt imp ro ving 42.9 28.S N'
I haddifticulty
reading inFreDCl1 42.9 27. 1 N'
I wuoot <:onfulc:ntin my
Freochlanguageability 50.0 40.7 N'
No one at homt could
bel p with my bomework 42.9 62. 7 N'
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As Table 4 .8 indicates, there appears to be more of a tendency for students who left at
mid-semester to feel that course content was too difficult and to express dissatisfaction
with their level of French language skills than for students who withdrew at the end of
the year. In contrast, students who left at year end tended to indicate that teacher factors
and a lack of home suppon played a more major role in their decision to drop out of
LA.
Table 4.9 provides a summary of the comments made by respondents , who left LFI at
different times of the school year, in response to an open-ended question asking them to
state reasons for their withdrawal from the LFI program . Responses were collapsed into
six categories for reponing purposes .
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TABLE 4.9
STUDENT CO~L"ENTS RELATED TO ATTRITIOS
BY TIM E OF YEAR OF DEPARTIJRE
Student Comment l\lid-Semester Year End Total
N=71
AcademicConcerns % 29.6 30.6 30.4
8 34 42
Program Challenge % 33.3 18.0 21.0
9 20 29
Dislike for % 14.8 9.9 10.9
aspect of LFI 4 II 15
Decrease in Interest % 7.4 10.8 10.1
2 12 14
Transportation % .0 8.1 6.5
0 9 9
Other % 14.8 22.5 21.0
4 25 29
ColumnTotal % 100.0 100.0 100.0
27 111 138
N2!£.. Up to threeresponses were coded
Table 4 .9 indicates that, while both groups of students expressed a concern with
academic achievement. there was a greater tendency for those who left LFImid-semester
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to COllSidetprogram dWlenge (33 .3 '1. mid-semester vs. 18.0 '1. year end) as related to
a decision to discorttime . ~ well , swderus who left mid -semester weremore likely to
express a dislike for some aspect of LFI than those studems woo ~ft at year end.
Although several swdenLs identified corceres with aaosportation as reasons conaibuting
to their decision to drop out of LFI . theseSlUden!s tended to leave at year eDd. In
addition, more stUdents woo left at the end of a year. and DOt mid-semester. mentioned
a decrease in interest levels as a factor contributing to their decision.
4.3.3 GRADE LEVEL
Respoodems to this survey were asked to specify the grade they were in at the time they
left the LFI program . Tab le 4. 10 indicates the tD.lIDbcr and perccmage of respondents
woo left LFI by grade level.
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TABLE 4.10
FREQUE:-;CY OF ATTRITIO:-; BY GRADE LEVE L
Gra de Level
9
10
11
Column Total
(N=73) %
49 .3
13.7
17.8
12.3
6.8
]00 .0
36
10
13
73
As Table 4.10 indicates. almost 50% of the 73 student respondents who dropped out left
by the end of grade 7. their first year in LA .
Funher analysis of data was conducted to determine if there were any significant
differences in reasons reported for leaving LFI and grade level at which srudents
discontinued the LFI program. Tables 4.1 1 - 4 .13 indicate areas where significant
differences by grade level of departure from LA were found to exist, while Table 4.14
provides a summary of significant differences found in responses provided by students
who dropped out in grades 7. 8 and 9.
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An initial analysis was conducted to see if therewere significant differencesin responses
provided by students who discontinued LFI in grade 7 andthose who dropped out after
grade 7. (see Table 4.11)
TABLE 4.11
FACTORS IN ATTRITION : GRADE 7 AND POST GRADE 7 DROPOUTS
Factors 7+ p < .05
(%Agree)
Program:
Too manycourses taught
in French 50.0 21.6
Teacher:
Not enough variety in
methodsof instruction 25.0 58.3
Student:
My oral skills in French
were not improving 36.1 10.8
I missed my previous .
schoo l 36.1 16.2
Other:
FI courses conflicted
with another course 19.4 48.8
A courses conflicted
with another program 5.6 24.3
• = pS..05 •• = p"::;'.Ol
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As Table 4.11 indicates , for students who dropped out in grade 7 there appears to be a
relationship between students perception of oral skill development and attrit ion in LFI .
Since grade 7 is the entry level for LFI in the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador,
it is realistic to expect that students who are starting out in the program would be
concerned with their level of oral skills. Almost one quarter of all respondents indicated
this concern with oral production; however , it was reportedly more of a problem for
those who left during the first year of the program than for those who left after grade 7.
A relationship also appears to exist between those students who previously attended a
different school and the grade level at which they discontinued LFI . Students from
outside the two schools offering LFJ who wish to participate in the program are required
to change schools. It is normal . then , that those students would miss their previous
school. Although almost 80% indicated this was not a problem, it seems to have been
more of a problem for those respondents who left by the end of grade 7 than for others.
Since grade 7 and grade 8 LFI differ from subsequent grades with respect to the
percentage of instruction in which French is the medium of instruct ion , analysis was
conducted to determine if there were any significant difference s in responses related to
this factor between those students who left by the end of grade 8 and those who left after
grade 8.
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TABLE4.U
FACfORS IN ATI1UTION: GRADE 8 AND POST GRADE 8 DROPOtrrS
r""on 1+ p < .05
(tJri Ap'ee)
.........,
Not eoougb variety mJOOg
c:ourscs taugbt in Frm::b 30.4 55.6
Too manycourses taughC
in French 41.8 14 .8
Not enough instruct ion
about french culture 52.2 25 .s
T.......,
A coursesgraded balder
than Eoglisb.sueam 45.1 22.2
Beaer insuuctioo in
English sueam classes 51.1 25 .•
NOIenough variety in
methodsof instructio n 32.4 61.5
........
I mis.sed my previous
ocbooI 37.0 7.4
Otb<r.
A coursesconflicted
with IDOtbercoune 21.7 55.6
Flcourx:s conflieted
with aoodler program 8.7 25.s
It wu DOtmy choice
to enter FI program 4.3 18.5
. .. p.s. .OS •• - p.s. .OI
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Although significant differences exist in the responses given by the different groups of
students at different grade levels for dropping out of LFI. as Table 4 .12 indicates. by
grade 8 there seems to be somewhat of a change in reasons students give for leaving the
program . While grade 7 students still had some attachment to their previous school and
were concerned with their development in oral skills. by grade 8 students (ended to
report feeling that they would receive better instruction and achieve higher academically
if they were in English stream courses.
In the Intermediate grades (i.e., grades 7, 8 & 9) in the immersion schools studied.
student timetables are relatively fixed . whereas after grade 9 students have a wide choice
of course selection and move to another facility to continue their high school studies.
Therefore. a further analysis of data was conducted to determine whether there were any
significant difference s in reasons given for dropping out of LFI between those students
who left by grade 9 aad those who left after 9. (see Table 4 .13)
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TABLE 4.13
FACTORS IN ATTRITION: GRADE 9 AND POST GRADE 9 DROPOUTS
Factors 9 + p < .05
(% Agree)
Program:
Not enough emphasis
on speaking activities 23.7 0 .0
Not enough instruction
about French culture 52.5 0.0
Student:
Difficulty in understand-
ing spoken French 28.8 0 .0
I missed my friends at
anotherschool 39.0 7.1
Other:
FI courses conflicted
with another course 28.8 57.1
It was not my choice
to enter FI program 3.4 35.7
• = p5" .05 •• = p.s,.Ol ..... = p..$..OOl
As Table 4.13 indicates. after grade 9. respondents frequently acknowledged more of a
problem with course confl icts as related to their dec ision to discontinue . While Table
4 .10 indicates thatattrition rates among respondents were lower after grade 9, 57 % of
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respondents who dropped out at the senior high level specified that A courses conflicted
with another course they wanted to study. As well, almost 36% of FI dropouts at the
senior high level noted that it had not been their choice to begin the study of LFI in
grade 7.
While Tables 4.11 - 4.13 indicate significant differences among reasons for dropping out
of LFI as identified by students at the completion of grades 7, 8, and 9, respectively,
Table 4.14 provides a summary of significant differences in factors in attrition for
purposes of comparison among the different grade levels studied.
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TABLE 4.14
SUMMAIlY TABLE OF FACfORS R.ELATEDTO
ATI'IUTlON BY GRADE LEVEL
.......
........'
NQlQOlIIg.hell:lpb.ais
oo.speating3aiVitits
Noreoougb variecy IDIOIlI
r;:ounesotzlg.htin FJaICb
Too lIWIy eounes llWpu inF~
Not eoough instruction
about FfeDd:I cu1twe
T""",,",
fl coursesgradcdharder
thall.EaJtisb.~
Ikner" insttuctiou in
EaJli.shsueam.fOl:ux:s
Not enoughv~ in
methods of imuuaioa
........,
My oral skills in Fmx:b
were DOl improviDc
Ditficu.ltymllDdentaal1iD&:
_F.-
I missed my previousscbool
I missed my l'ries:alb.
""""""""'"
It wu DOlmy fOhoic:c
toCDler Fl prognm
7 aDd 7+ 1"'1+ ......
• - p!£..CB •• • p..s...OI •• • • p-S..OOI
l:W; . Merisk denotesI positive dinaion of significaac:e
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While significant differences occur between sub groups (for example between grade 7
and 7+), from Table 4 .14 it is evident that at all three grade levels there are consistent
differences in the area of course conflict. Considering the relatively small numbers of
students who enrol in LFI , conflicts in scheduling with other courses do occur. It should
be noted that, whereas the percentage of respondents , particularly those in grades 7 and
8, who agreed with statements in Table 4.14 tended to be significant, the actual number
of respondents who agreed was quite low.
As well , a relationship may exist between the amount of course instruction in French and
attrition in LFI. As Tables 4.11 - 4.14 indicate , significant differe nces in this variable
were found to exist among students who left LA at different grade levels . The
difference s were most significant among students who dropped out in grade 7 or 8. Fifty
per cent of students who left by the end of grade 7 and about 48% of students who
dropped out by the end of grade 8, felt that there were too many courses taught in
French . After grade 8, this factor was no longer found to be significant. This is
consistent with the reality that in grades 7 and 8 LFI, 75% of courses are taught in
French, whereas , after grade 8, instruction in French decreases to approximatel y 30%
per year .
Analysis of data shows significant difference s between groups of students in the grade
8 and 9 categories with respect to the amount of instruction about French culture.
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Slightly over baIf of me respoDdcnlsin eachof these groups indicatedinsufficient cul tural
instruction. After gBde 9. however. swdems no longer felt that lack of French culturaJ
instruction was significam:.
In an openended-questioa in section two of the survey insnument, respondentS were aJso
asked to provide reasons for their witbdrawal from the LA program. A comparison of
student IeSpOI1SCS. by gndc level. to this open-ended question may be found in Table
4 .1S.
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TABLE 4.15
STUDENT COMMENTS RELATED TO ATTRITION BY GRADE LEVEL
Student Comment End of,. End of gb End of 9" After 9'
Academic % 26.2 26.2 27.7 42.3
Concerns 16 22 31 11
Program % 24.6 26.2 21.4 19.2
Challenge 15 22 24 5
Dislike of an % 14.8 15.5 13.4 0.0
aspect of LA n 9 13 15 0
Decrease in % 13.1 11.9 10.7 7.7
Interest n 8 10 12 2
Transporta- % 4.9 6.0 6.3 7.7
tion 3 5 7 2
Other % 16.4 14.3 20.5 23.1
10 12 23 6
Column % }OO.O }00.0 }OO.O }OO.O
Total 6} 84 112 26
~ Up 10 three responses coded
a - Includes comments by students in grade 7
b - Includes comments by studentsin grades 7 & 8
c - Includes comments by students in grades 7. 8 & 9
d - Includes comments by studentsin grades 10 & 11
As Table 4 .15 indicates, while respondents at all levels mentioned their concern with
academic achievement in LFI. those who dropped out after grade 9 had the greatest
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coocern about this facto r . In their comments, the: older studeDl dropouts often cited a
fear that low averages in A courses would limi t their post-secondary study.
Allbaugh SOJdent:s at all levels of depa:ro.m: from the LA program expressed coocems
with the level of diffICUlty, those wooleft the LF1 progn.m in grades7 and 8 commeoud.
OD the level of program cba.lleogemore frequently than SOJdents woo had been in the
program for longer periods of time . This finding is not surprising considering the higher
percenta ge of French instruction in the first two years of the program. AI£emative ly , it
might also rela te to the fact that , asstudents have more expo sure to the French language ,
their languag e abili ty increases.
Students who dropped out of LFl during their first three years of the program often
indica led a greater dislike for aspects of the program lhan lbose students woo left at the
high schoo l level. As well , the younger student dropouts leDded to express a slightly
higher percentage o f drop in interest levels in LFI .
Transportation was mentioned by students who left LFI at all levels . but lbis was not ooc
of the most common reaso ns students cited for leaving me program . This issue.
however. pertains mainly to those students who chose to travel Iong distanc es to atte nd
a LFI program and . consequently. the overall number is very low .
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4.3.4 AGE
This survey. of factors influencing attrition in LFI, identified students who left LFI over
a period of ten years. Therefore. because there was a wide spread of age differences
among respondents. an analysis of data was carried out to determine whether any
significant differences existed in responses between groups of students of different age
levels . On the survey instrument , students were asked to indicate their current age. This
information was then organized into three age groups : 12·14,15·18 and 19w22 to reflect
students who are in junior high school. senior high school and those who are of post-
secondary age. respectively. Table 4.16 indicates factors for which there were
significant difference s between age groups .
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TABLE 4.16
FACTORS IN ATTRITION BY AGE CATEGORY
Factors 12·14 15·18 19·22
n= /9 n=35 n= /9 p< .05
(% Agree)
Program:
No t enough emphasis
on reading activities 36.8 17.1 5.3
Course co ntent in A
program too difficult 52.6 45.7
Too many courses
taught in French 73.7 25.7 15.8
Not enough opportunity
to use French outside
the classroom 47.4 88.6 73.7
Teacher:
Class instruction
not interesting 68.4 71.4 31.6
Student:
My oral skills in
French not improving 47.4 14.3 15.8
I was notable to
write well in French 36.8 54.3 21.1
I had difficulty
understanding written
French 47.4 31.4 10.5
• = p5·05 "'* = p.:S,. .01 *** = p.,S,. .OOl
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As Table 4.16 indicates , with the exception of two statements referrin g to the perceived
lack of cppornmlry to use French outside the classroo m and to write well in French ,
respondents in the 12· 14 age group, agreed more strongly than the older age groups with
survey statements in Table 4 ,14 about program and student factors which influence
anrition in LA, About 74 % of respondents aged 12-14 felt that the percentage of
courses taught in French was too high , almost 53 % found course content to be too
difficult, and just over 47 % stated that their oral skills in French were not improvin g and
that they had difficulty understandin g written French . As well, about 53 % of
respondents aged 12·14 indicated that course content was too difficult and almost 37 %
noted a lack of emphasis on reading activities .
Approximately 70% of respondents from each of the 12-14 and 15·18 age groups
indicated that class instruction was not interesting. In addition. almost 90% of
respo ndents aged 15-18 , and just about 75 % of respondents aged 19-22, expressed a
concern with the lack of opportunity to use French outside the classroom. Among the
15-18 age group , just over 54 % felt that they were not able to write very well in French
and almost 46 % noted the level of difficulty of course content.
Overall , there were some significant differences among the responses for the different
age groups. More concerns with program and student factors were reportedl y related to
attrition by respondents in the younger age group than those in either of the older age
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groups. The 15-18 and 19-22 age groups did note. however. that insufficient opportunity
[0 use French outside the classroom contributed [ 0 their decision to drop out of LFI.
Two factors identified as significant among the 12-14 age group, namely the number of
courses taught in French and oral skill development. were also found to be significant
in me previous section at the grade 7 level.
Besides the Liken-type response questions, respondents to this survey provided comments
[Q an open ended question which asked them to state the reason or reasons why [hey
transferred out of LFI . Responses to this question. which were later categorized. may
be found in Table 4.17.
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TABLE 4.17
STUDE1·....r Cm L\lE.....'TS RELATED TO ATIRfnON BY AGE
Student Co mment 12-14 15-18 19-22 Total
(N~71)
AcademicConcerns % 21.9 34.8 30.0 30.4
7 23 12 42
Program Challenge % 21.9 24.2 15.0 21.0
7 16 6 29
Dislike for an % 15.6 4.5 17.5 10.9
aspect of LFI 5 3 7 15
Decrease in Interest % 15.6 10.6 5.0 10.1
5 7 2 14
Transportation % 9.4 4.5 7.5 6.5
3 3 3 9
Other % 15.6 21.2 25.0 21.0
5 14 10 29
ColumnTotal % /00 .0 /00.0 100.0 /00.0
32 66 40 /38
~ Up to three responses were coded
As Table 4 .17 indicates, the greatest percentage of comments by respondents in the open
ended question on reasons for leaving LFI referred to academic concerns and program
challenge .
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A greater number of respondents in the older age groups expressed concern with
academic achievement than did those in the 12-14 age group. However . approxima tely
one quarter of respondents in the 12-14 and 15-18 age groups indicated that they found
the FI program to be demanding. The higher percentage of French instruction in the LFI
program combined with the initial exposure to L2 methods of instruction may have
contributed to this finding among younger students .
4.3.5 NUMBER OF YEARS SINCE A'ITRITION OCCURRED
From the personal informat ion section on the survey instrument and in consultation with
personnel from the three FI schools, two categories of student respondents were created :
those who dropped out of theLA program within the past year and those who left four
or more years ago. Table 4. 18 contains the results of the Chi Square test conducted to
determine whether there were significant differences in responses provided by students
who had dropped out recently (i.e .• within the last year) and those who withdrew four
or more years ago .
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TABLE 4.18
FACTORS RELATED TO ATTRI TION BY NUMBER OF
YEARS SINCE STUDENT LEFT LFI
FACTORS WI11IIN FOUR YEARS
I YEAR OR MORE
'1=2/ /1 ..;6 p< .05
(% Agree)
Program :
Course content
too difficult 57.1 19.4
Too many courses
taught in French 57.1 19.4
Teacher:
Teacherplace too much
emphasis on grammar 66.7 33.3
Class instruction
not interesting 76.2 44.4
Teacher gave too
much homework: 61.9 30.6
Student:
My oral skills in
Frenchnot improving . 42.9 13.9
I disliked the
Frenchlanguage 33.3 5.6
Other:
FI courses conflicted
with anothercourse 38.1 22.2
My parents disliked
the French language 14.3 .0
• =p~.05 •• = p.,S.01
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Table 4.18 shows that in areas where significant differences were found. respondents
who left LFI within the past year tended to agree more strongly with statements on the
survey instrument than did those woo transferred out four or more years ago .
Approximately 16% of those who left within the past year indicated that class instruction
was not interesting . 61% fell mat the teacher placed too much emphasis on grammar.
62% stated that the teacher gave too much homework and 51% maintainedthat course
content was too difficult and that there were too many courses taught in French .
Responses of the two cohorts of students also revealed significant differeaces on two
personal factors • perceived lack of improvement in oral French and dislike for the
French language.
Overall. the most significant differences identified by respondents who only recently
dropped out of A and those who have been out of LFI for at least four years, rend. [Q
reflect program. and teacher factors.
The data in Table 4 .19 provides a summary of comments made by students , who have
been out of LFI for one year and for four years, in response [Q the open ended question.
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TABLE 4.19
STUDENT COMMENTS RELATED TO ATTRITION BY NUMBER
OF YEARS SINCE STUDENT LEFT LFl
Student Comm ent Within Past Year Four or More Total
Years Ago
Academic Concerns % 28.2 29.6 29.1
n 21 32
Program Challenge % 23.1 19.7 20.9
9 14 23
Dislike of an
aspect of LFI % 10.3 12.7 n .s
4 9 13
Decrease in Interest % 17.9 7.0 19.1
7 5 12
Transportation % 10.3 7.0 10.9
4 5 9
Other % 10.3 23.9 8.2
4 17 21
ColumnTotal % 100.0 100.0 100
39 71 IIO
.r!Q!£.. Up to three responseswere coded
As Table 4 .19 indicates, while academic achievement appears to be as important today
as it was for students who dropped out of LFI four or more years ago, those who left
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within the past year tended to report finding the program more difficult and a higher
percentage lost interest in Fl .
4.3 .6 ANECDOTAL COU\lENTS BY RESPONDENTS TO QUESTION ONE
The first open-ended question asked students to state the most important reason or
reasons why they withdrew from the LFI program. Seventy-one respondents made a
total of 138 comments encompassing 18 different points which were later collapsed into
six catego ries for purposes of analysis. Two students did not respond to this question.
Student responses to the open-ended questions are quoted verbatim; therefore , the
language is unedited.
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TABLE 4.20
FREQUENCY TABLE OF PERSONAL
REASONS INFL UENCING ATfRITION
Category
(N~ 71)
Academic Concerns
Program Challenge
Dislike of an
aspect of LFI
Decrease in Interest
Transportation
Other
Column Total
Responses
30.4 42
21.0 29
10.9 15
10.1 14
6.5 9
21.0 29
]00 .0 138
Note. Up to three responses were coded
From Table 4 .20 it is evident that factors related to academic achievement are the most
frequent reasons provided by dropouts for their transfer from LFI to the English stream.
'I'M french speaki ng program was /0 difficult fo r me and J was afraid ofjailing.
J transferred my study offren ch to english because I was not ready fo r the level
of study in the french program. There/ore, my grade marks decreased about
20%.
French class grades were not up to par of my other courses.
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Table 4.20 shows that 21$ of responses identified the tha.lleoge of learning a second
language as an important reason for dropping oot of LFI.
1M mosr imporfanl rauoru wiry [ transfernd from Frmdl immersion 10 EngJWc
again was because [ ccnJdn 't write frrndt ~U, my graUs dropJHd aJot, 1
couJdn't undeTSUVld aJotofgrammar, 1wasdoing aJottetter, and hada lot b6l~T
averag~ in English.
Almost II % of responses reported in Table 4 .20 mentioned a dislike for French or an
aspect of the LFI experience as an importao1 reason for leaving LFI.
The main TNSon 1rransfen? d was lH!cQJlSe 1 did fIDl get along with marry of 1M
teocMTS.
1 did not JiU my ctass maes lH!cause rhq hated 1M and because 1 wasenl as
smart as rMm .
In addition. as identified in Table 4.20 jwt over 10$ of responses cited a del:liDein
interest as tile reason given for withdrawing from LFI.
[ was losing inrer~st in the F~nch JangUQ.g~.
It was Mt roo difficult 1 guess i wasj ust not inJerested.
8S
Unfortllnauty. in grodL niN wIrm1M 1IIl11TMr of coerses in frmdI "'W redJU:al
to two my marts dropped also . I beliew! rhol schoolbe~ far tessiJueresring
and far Uu cNille ngin g. and resuJrtd.in my~red gl'tJdn.
Although only a small perceerage of the total twm ber of responses indicated
aansporwion as a reason for dropping out of LFI . the percentage of srudems who trav el
from aoodler n:gio n to participate in LFI is also small . Some of the respoodcntS also
questioned the value of trave lling long distances to partic ipate in a program thar , after
grade 8 . bad only 30% of instru ction in French .
The pro gTQJtl wasa good OM. II~much fre ru::h durin g my year oj study.
Bur i fo und it difficult (so did my ptJn nts) in tM transportation to and from
schoo l.
I transje"td. from tlu! frend! to tlu! english stream dJle 10 lact oftranspo nanon
and in groth niN I f ound tlu!n 'lWren't enough aasses conduaetl in french.
I Jell thai fo r only 30'-' oj Fm ldf spNking coerses and 70'-' englWz tlu!re "'W
no point in travdling 25 mimaes ew!ry morning rt1IMr tiulII 5. to receive such a
trivial amDWIl ofFnndt.
I dLt:Ukd to le~ tlu! program not becasse ofllu! quaJiryojW program bid dJle
10 the OM hour curdlWmly miJulle driw to 3chool. I det:itkd thai tlu! remaining
twofrench counn per year wa,m'1realty worth il. I beUI!W thal ijwprogram
had more frordl cowses in~l " and III il would be wry wonlrwhik fo r people
near and far fromsdwol.
Several respondents provided reasons for leaving LFI that were not as closely related to
the main categories in Table 4 .20 . Thesereasons were comp iled in ODe category labelled
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'othe r ' and accoum for another 21'-' of reasons given . Some srudcms mentiooed ecorse
conflict, friends , me lack of outside help and illDess.
On courseconflicts:
Frt nch ctJfIFUS conj1icud wah scienceCOIU'US I wisMd to roU.
I wanud to do diJJ~rtrrJ courses then the ones thal the Frtndr immersion prog ram
hod pick.ed oUl.
On friends :
I compld~d grlUU 7jreru:h immersion, ~nI back to ~nglish in grade B to be with
nry /ri~nds.
Changing from JT High to High School - gnting backwithfri~nds I knewin graM
su.
00 lack of outside help:
I tronsf~~ bad b«.tJJLu I had 114 one to ~lp mL oz~.
Nobody ai my home btt'W anything aboIJl frrnch .
My awrag~ drop~ and ItO oUlSidt! help war avai labk to IU .
On ill".,,,
1 MoW very sick in grade Band unable to ke~p up. I missed alot 0/ the class time
and my memory waf 1U1t w ry ~11. I would have be~n kept behind to repear graM
8 most IiU ly if ...
Because I wassick. and in the hospital alot and could not kup up with lhe work.
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Some other comments worth noting were:
I gave up too easily.
I was young and didn 't know the difference .
I don 't remember why. It was stupidity on my pan .
I fee l better because I feel STrUm not like when I was in frenc h immersion.
I jus t did not enjoy the french program .
Overall, of the reasons given by students for not completing the LA program, academic
concerns were mentioned most frequently. Just over 30% of responses cited a lower
academic average in A courses, a fear of failure or the importance of attaining good
grades for university. Program challenge is also related to academic achievement in that
when a student experiences difficulty and there is no supplementary support, particularly
home-based support, a lower academic average and a corresponding decrease in interest
level may result. The student may, as well, develop a dislike for the French language.
4.3.7 ANECDOTAL COMMENTS BY RESPONDENTS TO QUESTION TWO
A second open ended question allowed respondents to make general comments about the
French immersion program. Fifty-nine students responded to this question providing 100
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commems encompassing 21 differem: points whicb were later collapsed into five
categories (or purposesof analysis . (see Table 4.21)
TABLE 4.21
DISrRIBurION OF PERSONAL COMMENTS REGARDING LFI
Responses
Cat'll"'1' (N= 59) ..
LFl is a good
prognm 32.0 32
Academic and program
cballenge 14.0 I '
Leads to career
opportunities 12.0 12
Regret not completing
the 1FI program 7.0
Otbe, 35.0 35
CollOM Total 100.0 100
From Table 4.21 it is evide nt that the majority of respondents (cit tha t LA is a good
program and that despite me (act that mey did not complete the entire six years of LFI .
tbey would teCOmmeoo it to otbers.
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It is a good opportunity. I would encourage people to do it.
I think French Immersion is very goodfor people to get into.
I would advise for anybody to go to french immersion but to check out the school
first.
In Table 4.21, 14% of responses referred to academic achievement and program
challenge. Comments referred to issues such as low marks, workload, level of difficulty
of course content, and homework.
TheFrench immersion program is an interesting and challengingfield to get into.
it requiers a lot of hard work and dedicarion towardyour work. I feel if anybody
is ready to be challenged and like the French language. the French immersion
program will give you an excellent opportunity to start early. I just happened to
be a student who love French yet, I wasn't readyfor the hard work to be put into
it.
As Table 4.21 indicates, 12% of responses mention that Fl leads to career opportunities.
It is easier to get a job. You could get a better education.
French Immersion is good to have for jobs.
Because French is essential to getting a good career in most cases.
Of interest to note, 7% of responses expressed a feeling of regret for not continuing in
LFI. Equally interesting is that 85% of respondents who voiced this opinion have been
out of the FI program for four or more years.
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0vmJ1l I likLd Fundi iJnmemon and I do regm dropping out . If J hDd tM
cht:Jnc~ J continue wiJh iI or stan aver again and this time compku iI .
Somcimn I~r if may~ I shouldn 't~ giW!n up so quickly and grwfl ",.,
s«ond yNT a cnance,
J think thilt 1M Fnnch ItrtmoTion program. is an o:c~llenl program fo r thou who
wish to ~come~n1 in eM Fnnch Uznguag~. Fundl ll'l'JlMrsiOfi ts a program
you should stick.with. You: shouldn. 't regrn qllining liU J do.
Other responses lO this open eoded question incl ude :
Not having thL opo rtunity to speak with omer fr~nch sproUn oUlSit/4fr~nch
tmmemon mmtlJen lull~d classmates tmo a false sense of 'bil ingual s~curity ',
did not tem nothing.
I tkfinitety think , could it ~ doM , thaI there should be OM in e'lery school. J
don 't thinle is's right, that young people should fIOl have thL chance fo r a Ixttu
edJlalrionju.n ~ClULJ~ tMy don't,~nonally, havetM resources. (transponation ,
finanas)
Despitel:hc: fact that respoodents 10 this swvey bad all dropped out of Lf] without
comp leting the program . over SO", stated that A was a good program.
As DOtedabove. responses 10 the second open-endedquestion were found to suppon the
ma.i.n categories of reaso ns given in response to the first opea-eeded questi on. While.
once again . respondents noted academic achie vement . program challenge , a decrease in
interest level. dislike for an aspect of LFI . and transportation as factors co ntri buting to
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their decision to transfer to the English stream, many responses made reference to the
quality of the program.
4.3.8 CONCLUSIONS
As stated in Chapter One, the primary purpose of this study was to identify the factors
contributing to attrition in LFI as provided by students, Analyses of data on the Liken
type questions , corroborated by responses to two open-ended questions , identified a
number of factors reportedly related to students' decisions to withdraw from the LFI
program. The most common recurrin g factors related to academic achievement and
program challenge .
Frequenc y distrib utions were used to identify the grade level and time of year when
attrition most often occurs . Results of these frequency distributions indicated that students
in the first year of the program (i.e. , grade seven) are at greatest risk of dropp ing out
and that attrition most often occurs at year end .
Finally , the Chi Square test found significant difference s between variables such as
gender, time of year and grade level of attrition, age , and the number of years since
attrition occurred and reasons for discontinuing LA.
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In conclusion. the analysis of data conducted has shed some light on why some students
reportedly leave LA without completing all six years of the program .
4.4 S~IMARY
This chapter has reported the results of analysis of data using frequency distributions and
the Chi Square lest to determine whether or not there was a relationship between student
responses to statements on possible reasons for attrition in LFI. and variables such as
gender, time of year of attrit ion, grade level , age , and number of years since attrition
occurred .
As well. other factors not necessarily statistically significant , but indicating possible
trends and patterns of occurrences, were presented and discussed .
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study was to identify the reasons that students give for dropp ing out
of LFI , the grade level and time of year when attrition most often occurs, the frequency
of the reasons students give for dropping out, and to determ ine if there is any
relationship between the pattern of occurrences and the reasons given. This chapter will
provide a brief discussion of findings and make recommendations regarding program and
further research.
5.2 DISCUSSION
Many different reasons were provided by respondents in this study for dropping out of
the LFI program. Results of the investigation seem to indicate a relat ionsh ip between
attri tion and a number of varia bles , part icular ly , gender. time of year and grade level of
attrition. age. and number of years since the respondents dropped out of the program.
While this study identified a relationship between these variables and attr ition, funher
researc h wou ld be necessary to explore the strength and nature of the re lationships .
Some findings from this investigation echo those of previous studies. Respondents in this
study cited academic concerns as the most frequent reason for leaving the LFI program.
They tended to indicate that lower grades. or fear of lower grades, in FI courses
influenced their decision to leave the LFI program. Dropouts generally felt that they
would achieve higher academically in English stream courses. This fmding is consistent
with other studies of FI (Bonyun, 1985; Halsall. 1994; Lewis and Shapson, 1989; Roman
Catholic School Board for St. John' s, 1992; Obedia and Theriault , 1997) and Core
French (Morris, 1978; Aplin, 1991; Massey, 1994).
Program challenge, including difficulty of course content and increase in workload , was
reportedly the second area of greatest concern by many respondents. This is consistent
with findings hy Bonyun (1985), Lewis and Shapson (1989) , Bannister (1991), Halsall
(1994), and Obedia and Theriault (1997) . Although Duhamel (1985) noted that this was
especially true at the secondary level (i.e .• grades 10 to 12), findings of this present
study indicate that program challenge was a concern of both junior high and senior high
school students at all levels (i.e.. grades 7 to 12) of the LFI program at the former
Avalon North Integrated School Board. Respondents frequently noted the difficulty of
course content , the amount of homework, and the level of teacher expectation in the FI
program as factors influencing their decision to discontinue the LFI program . A number
stated that they were not prepared for the level of study required and that they could not
keep up with the workload.
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Dislike for an aspect of the LFI program was also found to be a factor influencing
student attrition in LFI . Several respondents cited dislike of their teachers . classmates.
the French language, course selection and course content as reasons for dropping out of
FI. Similarly , Han et al . (1989), Lewis and Shapson (1989) , and Benh old (1992) found
that when students were not happy with an aspect of the FI experience they wanted to
drop out . Results of Core French studies by Morris (1978) and Alpin (1991) also note
that dislike for an aspect of the L2 program may contribute to attrition.
Several respondents in the present study cited a decline in interest level as another
important reason for dropping out of LFI. Gardner et al . (1976) found that motivation
is closely related to attitude towards the 1..2. while Ramage (1990) noted that attitude and
motivation are factors contributing to attrition in 1..2 programs . Bannister (1991) reported
the importance of attitude and instrumental motivation among EFI and LFI students who
were continuing in the 1..2 program . and Drover (1988). in her study of LFI in the
Province of Newfoundland and Labrador . commented on the positive attitudes of students
towards the LFI program. However. while Pack (1979) reported on the importance of
a positive attitude among continuing students. he did not identify any significant
relationship between student motivation and attrition in Core French .
Course conflict was another factor reported by respondents as influencing attrition in
LFI. In a 1992 study, the Canadian Education Association found that opting for an
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alternative course or program was the most frequent reason for attrition . Although that
factor was not among the primary reasons for attrition given by respondents in this study ,
course and program conflict were identified as factors contributing to a decision to
withdraw from the A program . especially by senior high students . This is cons istent
with findings in other studies of both Core and Immersion students (Bonyun, 1985 :
Aplin, 1991; Roman Catholic School Board for St. John's , 1992; Halsall , 1994; Obedia
and Theriault, 1997) .
Transportation was another factor cited by respondents in this study as being related to
attri tion in LA . Parents of students living outside the established busing routes are
responsible for the transportation of their children to the immersion school. It is not
always feasible for parents to either commit to six years of travel or maintain the
financial and time commitments over a six-year period . Similarly, Han er al. ( 1989)
found that transportation was an issue in EFI programs , the Roman Catholic School
Board for St. John ' s (1992) cited transportation as a reason for declining enrollment in
FI , Bums (1993) noted that transportation (i.e., busing) is an impediment to ensuring
universal accessibility in FI programs . and Halsall (1994) reponed that transportation was
a factor in attrition at the secondary level.
Some respondents in this study identified transportation and the amount of instructional
time as reasons for dropping out of the LFI program. They did not perceive that the
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reduction from approximately 75 to 30% of French instruction in grade 9 and senior high
merited the financial and time constraints of travel. The reduction in number of courses
offered in French was also identified in studies by Bonyun (1985), Duhamel (1985) and
Halsall (1994) as influencing decisions to drop out of the FI program.
Respondents in this study also stated that they left the LA program because they missed
their friends and wanted to be with them. Berthold (1992) noted that peer pressure
influenced students to dropout of an Australian FI program and Obedia and Theriault
(1997) indicated that peer pressure was a factor in attrition among A students in British
Columbia.
The inability of parents to help with homework.andstudies was also reponed by dropouts
in this study as a factor contributing to their decision to transfer [ 0 the English stream.
This is consistent with findings by Han et al.(1989), Stem (1991) and Murtagh and
Dirren (1992) who noted that when students experience difficulty and do not receive the
assistance they need, they tend to leave the FI program.
In contrast to Trites (1986) and Han ( 1989), results of the present study did not find that
males drop out more frequently than females. However , males did appear to have a
more negative attitude towards the U and to lose interest in FI more quickly than
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females . Morris (1978) also reported that . among Core French students in junior high
schools . males displayed more negative attitudes towards the 1.2 than females.
Research. mainly in EFI. has found that a large number of students drop out of FI at the
end of junior high (Lewis and Shapson. 1989; Roman Catholic School Board for St.
John's. 1992; ObCdia and Theriault, 1991) or during senior high school (Canadian
Education Association . 1992) . Contrary to this. the current study shows that students are
more likely to leave during their first year of LA.
5.3 CONCLUSIONS
The questions examined in this swdy were:
1. What are the reasons studentsgive for withdrawal from LA?
2. What are the most frequent reasons provided by students for dropping out of LFI?
3. At what grade level and what time of year does attrition most often occur?
4 . Is there a relationship between the pattern of occurrences and reasons given?
The findings of this study indicate that:
1. Concerns with academic achievement and the level of difficulty of the program
are the principal reasonsfor attritionin LFI .
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2. The most frequently cited reasons for attrition in LFI include factors related to:
Program:
A lack of real or realistic situations in which [0 use the 1.2outside the classroom setting ,
the level of difficulty and interest level of courses , and a dissatisfaction with course
content .
Teacher:
The quality and motivation level of class instruction and teacher expectations in areas of
homework and written perfection.
Student:
Concerns with academic achievement and oral and written production slcills.
Other :
A lack of assistance with homework: amconnicts in course or program scheduling.
3. The rate of attrition in LFI is the highest in grade 7 and more students leave the
program at year end than at mid-semester.
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4. There is a relationship between attrition in LA andthe variables gender . time of
yearandgradelevel of attrition. age, and number of yearssincethe student dropped out
of LFI .
Gender: Males, more than females, lend to have more negative perceptions about
program. teacher and student factors related to LFI .
Time or Year : Students who leave at year end. rather than mid-semester. cite a lack of
remedial assistance as influctX:ing their decision to drop out of LA.
Gra de Levd : During or by the end of:
Grade 7 many students expressed concern with oral skill development. the
number of courses taught in French. course confl ict. and methods of
instruction. They also reported missing their previous schoo l;
Grade 8 many students cited concerns with the number of courses taught
in French and course conflicts. They also reported missing their previous
schoo l;
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Grade 9 many swdcnts sta ted that there wasnot enough instruction about
Fttneb culture and lbey noted that it had DOC been their choice to enter the
R program.
Age:
Younger 5n1dents (12-14) tended to note program c:ballenge.dissatisfaction with c:lass
instruction, the number of courses taught in French . and the level o f French attained as
related to attrit ion; older stude nts (l S-18 and 19-22) hada tendenc y ro report a lade of
opportunity to usc French outside the c lassroo m setting as influe ncing their decis ion to
dro p out.
Number of Years Since Attrition Occurred:
Tberewas a teodeo:y for recent dropouts[0 have a more oegative perception of l.Ft than
those who discontinued four or more years ago .
5.4 SUMMARY
FiIdings from this stUdy indica te that swdents in their initi al year of LA are at greatest
risk of dropping out. As well , it appears that the tendeocy is for stude nts to drop out at
tbe end ofa school year . not at mid-year .
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Of all the reasons provided for attrition in LFI. the primary reasons identified in this
study were conce rn with academic achievement and the perception that the program was
too challenging . LFI students have an intrinsic desire to do well and if they perceive a
course or program to be too demanding or challenging . they feel thei r academic average
will corresponding ly decrease . Most of the reasons for attrition in LA provid ed by
responden ts may be related in some way to academic achievement. Unless students are
motivated by something other than academic averag e. once they perce ive their academic
perfo rmance to be inadequate , they tend to cons ider transferr ing to the English stream .
Fina lly, there appears to be a relationship between attrition and gender , time of year and
grade level of attrition , age, and the number of years since the student withdrew from
the LFI program.
5.5 RECO~L'IENDATIONS FOR PROGRAlII
Based on the findings of this study the following reconunend ations are proposed :
1. That School Boards suppon teacher efforts to establish contact betwee n LFI
students and French speaking peoples . This may, for instance, be achieved through
travel , guest speakers , teleconferences, or the internet .
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2. That guide lines be established for working with studenu who wisb to trans fer to
the Engtish stream.
3. That students wbo wish to cansree to the Englisb stream be interviewed and
required to comp lete a foUow-up questio nnaire .
4 . That records be ltept on attri tion in lFt . inc luding student reasons and counsellor
perceived reasons wby students transfer to the English stream .
s. That parents be informed of strategies for helping their child in LFI with
bomeworc,
6 . That a teaeber assis tant be utilized, especially in grade 7 where studen1s are more
at risk of dropping out.
7. That programs for providing remedia.I assistance to srudents in LFI be expl ored .
This may be achieved. for instance. through est.1blisbing phone: help lines. crea ting pee r
tuto ring programs . and by involving teacher assistanls.
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5.6 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
The:foUowing recommendations for furthe r SOJdy an: suggested:
I . That a stud y be undertaken to investigate the~ and strength of a possible
relationship between reasons for amition and smdenl academic average .
2. That the curre nt study be replicated with EFt students to determine whethe r or
DOt the factors related to amition are similar or diffe rent.
3. That further research compare students wbc withdraw to their peers who cominue.
4 . That further research examine the progress of srudew wbc transfer to the English
=am.
.s . That spec ifIc needsof F1studentsin grade 7 be researcbed and addressed in order
to reduce the rate of attrition in gnde 7.
6. That funber research be conducted to investigate the nature and strength of
possible relati onshi ps between attritio n and variabl es such as gender . age . time of year
and grade level of amition.
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APPENDIX A
ATIRITION IN LATE FRENCH IMMERSION
APPENDIX A
ATI1lITION IN LATE FRENCH IMMERSION
STIlDENT SURVEY
A number or reasons baTt: bun identified ror learing tbe: late French immersion
program. Please identify those reasons wbkh appl y to you by cboosinR the most
appropria te response to each question :
SA strongly ......
A agree
o """-
SO -"iIYdhagr<e
~
1. There was DDt enough emphasis 00 speaking
activities . SA A 0 SO
2. There was DOt enou gh emphasis on reading
activities . SA A 0 SO
3. There was DOt enough emphasis on writing
activities . SA A 0 SO
4 . There was QOt enou gh emp hasis on listening
activities . SA A 0 SO
s. The course content in the French immersion
program.was more difficult than lhe course
ccnreer in the Fnglis b stream program. SA A 0 SO
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6. The course content in theFrench immersion
program wastoo difficult. SA A 0 SO
7. Thecourse contentwas not very interesting. SA A 0 SO
8. Therewas notenough variety in courses
offered. SA A 0 SO
9. There were too many courses taught in
French. SA A 0 SO
!O. There was not enough opportunity to use
Frenchoutside theclassroom. SA A 0 SO
11. 1bere was not eoough instruction about
French culture. SA A 0 SO
12. There was not enough COntactwithFrench
speaking peoples. SA A 0 SO
13. 1bere was no special help provided for
thosestudents who experienced difficulty. SA A 0 SO
III<..Im!=.
1. The teacher placed too muchemphasison
grammar . SA A 0 SO
2. Frenchimmersion courses weregradedmuch
harder thatthe samecourses in the
Englishstream (e.g .. social studies). SA A 0 SO
3. Tests in the French immersion courses
asked morechallengingquestionsthan
tests in the English stream courses. SA A 0 SO
4. The teachergraded my papersharder than
those of allier students in the class . SA A 0 SO
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5. The teacher did not know enoughabout the
subjecttaught in French. SA A D SD
6. The teacherwas not fluent in the French
language. SA A D SD
7. There was betterinstruction in the
English stream classes. SA A D SD
8. There was not enough varietyin methods
of instruction fromonegrade to another. SA A D SD
9. Class instruction was not interesting. SA A D SD
10. The teacher required too muchperfection
in oral skills. SA A D SD
11. The teacherrequired too muchperfection
in writtenskills. SA A D SD
12. The teacher gavetoomuchhomework. SA A D SD
13. The teacher gave too many assignments . SA A D SD
~
1. I was not satisfiedwith my level of
oral proficiency. SA A D SD
2. My oral skills in Frenchwere not
improving. SA A D SD
3. I was not able to speak French very well. SA A D SD
4. I was not satisfied with my level of
written proficiency. SA A D SD
5. My wrinen skills in French were not
improving. SA A D SD
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6. I was not able to write in Frenchvery
we ll. SA A 0 SO
7. My gradeaverage dropped after I enroled
in French immersion. SA A 0 SO
8. When I was in French immersion I was
afraid that my grade average would drop. SA A 0 SO
9. I had lower grades in courses taught in
French thanin other courses. SA A 0 SO
10. I was afraid that my grades in French
immersion courses would not be high
enough to qualify me for university or
scholarships. SA A 0 SO
11. My grades in the English stream courses
were lower because of the time I spent
on courses taught in French. SA A 0 SO
12. I had difficulty readingin French. SA A 0 SO
13. I haddifficulty understanding wrinen
French. SA A 0 SO
14. I had difficulty understanding spoken
French. SA A 0 SO
15. I was not confident in my Frenchlanguage
ability. SA A 0 SO
16. I disliked the French language. SA A 0 SO
17. I disliked the teacher. SA A 0 SO
18. I disliked my classmates. SA A 0 SO
19. I disl iked the schoo l. SA A 0 SO
20. I missed my previous school. SA A 0 SO
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21. I missed my friendsat anotherschool. SA A D SD
22. I wantedto be with my friendsin
another class. SA A D SD
23. I wanted to be.withmy friendsin
another program. SA A D SD
24. I wantedto be with my friendsat
another school. SA A D SD
lQlhlli;
1. French immersion courses conflictedwith
another course that I wanted to study. SA A D SD
2. French immersion courses conflictedwith
another program thatI wantedto study
(eg . Co-o p Education). SA A D SD
3. I had no transportation. SA A D SD
4. Transportation was too expensive. SA A D SD
5. The school was too far away from my
home. SA A D SD
6. It was too difficult to arrange
transportation. SA A D SD
7. There was no one home who could help
me with my homework. SA A D SD
8. My parents disliked the French language. SA A D SD
9. My parents disliked French speaking
peoples. SA A D SD
10. It was not my choice to enter the
French immersion program. SA A D SD
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11. The provintc:of Newfourdland and Labrador
does DOtaward a certificate
of bilingualism to stUdentswho bave
successfullycompleted the Freoch
immersion prognm. SA A D SD
Please state the most important reason or I"QSOQS (1-3) ",by 1°U traoslund from
the FreDcb immenioII program back to the Englisb
stream program:
Other comments 10U would like to make about the French immenion program :
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Personal Information:
l. Your gender M F
2. Your age 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
3. Your current academic status:
grade 7
level I
university years 1st
other:
8 9
II III
2nd 3rd 4th
4. Your current occupation: _
5. Grade level when you left the French immersion program: _
5. Time of year when you left the French immersion program:
(Please circle one)
Mid-semester End of Year (June)
1I8
APPENDIXB
LETTER TO SCHOOL BOARD AND CONSENT FORM
APPENDIX B
26 June . 1996
P .O.Box 325
Spaniard's Bay
NF AOA 3XO
Dr . Max Trask
Superintendent
Avalon North Integrated School Board
P.O.Box SOO
Spaniard's Bay
NF AOA 3XO
Dear Dr . Trask.
I am writing to request approval from the Avalon Nonh Integrared School Board to
co nduct a research project involving students within the School Board's jurisdiction who
enro ted in the late French immersion program but left at some point prior [0 completing
the program at Level m. The research will form the basis of my thesis which is a partial
requirement for the degree of Master of Education in Curriculum. and Instruction at
Mem orial University .
The research proposal has been approved by the Ethics Committee at Memorial. which
is chaired by Dr. Walter Okshevsky.
The aim.of the study is [0 identify the factors which contribute to atttition in the late
French immers !on program. The focus of the study would be upon those students in the
Bay Roberts system.
The research procedure would involve requesting students currently enroled in the system
and students who have graduated from Level ill and who left the late French immersi on
program prior to completing the entire program to Level m to complete a quesuonnalre .
The questionnaire would comprise a series of questions related to the courses they have
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complera:l or are completing, impressiODSof materials used in the courses, effectiveeess
of~ of the materials by the teaeben. ao1, es.semiaUy, identify the mlSODSwhy
lbc stUdenls left the tate French immersion program. I assure that aU information
gathered will be dealt with in strict confidentiality ao1 will be destroyed upon completion
of my lbesis .
Leeersof cccsecr will be requested of die participants woo have graduated from Level
mam from parents of smdems still enroled in the school system. As superioterxlenr:,
you would reserve the right to view the findings and research report before its
submissio n to the thesis committee. AJIy information wbich the board felt should be kepi:
confidential would be deleted. A copy of the thesis would be made available to the
School Board upon completion of my pro gram.
As verification of your conseor please endorse the attachedform..
I tbanIc. you in advance for your coope ration.
Sincerely ,
Corinne ElIswonh
I give permission to CorinneEllswo nh to conduct a
study of attriti on in late French immers ion as described in her lette r of June 26, 1996.
The Avalon North Integra ted SchoolBoard will reserve the right to view the study before
its publication aDdto indica te if any of the findings should remain confidential .
Date Signa ture
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APPENDIXC
LEITER TO PARENTS AND CONSENT FORM
APPENDIX C
P.O . Box 325
Spaniard ' s Bay
NF AOA3XO
16 September. 1996
Dear (pare nt/Guardian),
I am a graduate studenl in the Faculty of Education at Memorial University of
Newfoundland . I am currently completing my thesis. under the superv ision of Dr . Glenn
Loveless. as partial require mem for the completion of the degreeof Master of Educa tion
in Curriculum and 1nstIuction.
My thesis . or research . is to identify the reasons why students leave the late French
immersio n program before completingthe entire program to Level m. Hopefully. the
ftndings of my research may bclp present and future students woo enrol in the late
French immersion program.
The information wbich will form the basis of my thesis will be obt:ained from. swdents
who are CWTenl1y enro lcd in or have mccntly graduated from. schools under the
jurisdiction of the Avalon Non.h Integrated School Board . 'This information will be
obtained through the completion of a questionnaire wherein stlIdelllS will be asked to
~Dd to a series of questions relative [Q the late Frmch immenion program . such as
the cccrses they have completed . impressions of mAtmalJ used in the courses.
effectivcoess of p~n of the malerials by the teaeben and. essentially. KJentifythe
reasons why the students left the late French immersion program.
The questionnaires will be destroyed upon completion of my thesis . All information
gathered in this stUdy will be strictl y confidential and at DO time will individuals be
identified.
I can advise you that this research meets the ethical guidelines of the Facul ty of
Education of Memorial University, the Univers ity. itself. and bas the approval of the
Avalon North Integrated Schoo l Board .
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At this time, I ttquCSt your awro\lat to interv iew your child for this research. I assun:
you that participatioob) your child is comp letely volwDry and that bel sbe ba5 Ibc right
to withdraw from the study witbout prejudice at any time and/or belshe is ettitled to
refrain from wbarever quc:stioas beJsbcpre fers to omit . Your child ' s participation in this
research will be most useful and een:ainIy most appreciated .
Should your child decide to participate in this research . I would be more than pleased to
make available to you, at your request. the research fmdings upon the completion of my
thesis.
If you have any questions or concerns please do DOt hesitate to ccnract me at 786-3513 .
If at any time you wish to speak with a resource person not associated with the:study,
please contact Dr. Steve Norris . Acting Assoc iate Dean. Research and Development .
I would appreciate it if you would please remrn this sheet to me by October 7. 1996 .
Sincere ly,
Corinne Elswonb
"":'~iiU1~~:::;;;;:::::::~::::::~(pa<e::;;mJ~"""::iao) bereby give permiss ion form!...son/ daughter . , to take pan in a swdy being
undertaken by CoriDDe B1swonh to identify the reasons why stUdcms leave the: late
FtcDCb immers ion program.before completing Lcw:l W . I uoderstmd that participatio n
is entirely volunwy and that my child aodIor I can withdraw permission at any time.
All informa tion is strictly confidential aod DOindividual will be identified .
Date Signature
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APPENDIXD
LEITER TO STUDENTS
APPENDIX D
P.O . Box 325
Spaniard's Bay
NF AOA 3XO
16 September. 1996
Dear (participant),
I am a graduate student in the Faculty of Education at Memorial University of
Newfoundland. I am currently completing my thesis , under the supervision of Dr . Glenn
Loveless. as partial requirement for the completionof thedegreeof Master of Education
in Curriculum and Insttuct:i.on.
My thesis , or research , is [Q identify the reasons why students leave the late French
immersion program before completing the entire program to Level m. Hopefully , the
ftndings of my research may help present and future students who enrol in the late
French immersion program.
The information which will form the basis of my thesis will be obtained from students
like yourse lf who are currently enroled in or have recently graduated from school s under
the jurisdiction of the Avalon North Integrated School Board. To obtain this
infonnation I request that you complete a questionnaire including a series of questions
relative to the late French immersion program. such as the courses you have completed,
your impressions of materials used in the courses . effectiveness of presentation of the
materials by the teachers and , essentially. identify the reasons why students such as
yourself have left the late French immersion program.
The questioonaires will be destroyed upon completion of my thesis . AU information
galhem1 in this snrdy will be strictly co nfidenti al and at DOtime will individuals be
identified.
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